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For complete information or to order our free catalog, visit: 
www.automationdirect.com/soft-starters

1-800-633-04051-800-633-0405

www.automationdirect.com

Stellar™ series
compact soft starters
save you money 
any way you look at it
Save three ways with our new Stellar series soft
starters! 
First, our low direct prices lower your initial
purchase and installation cost.
Next, save on energy costs - when used instead
of a traditional line starter, Stellar units perform
controlled reduced voltage motor starting and
stopping, then switch to internal contacts for
efficient running at rated speed. 
Third, since soft starters provide smoother control
resulting in less torque, less shock, and less
electrical and mechanical stress, you save wear
and tear and reduce maintenance on your
equipment.

Features:
• 5–40A models @ 208–460V
• 24 VDC control voltage
• Easily and separately adjustable motor start and

stop times up to 30 seconds
• Adjustable start pedestal voltage from 30 to 100%
• Two-phase control
• Internal bypass contacts for Run
• Six error/trip indications:  AC Supply,  Control Supply,

Overheated,  Bypass Failure,  Shear Pin,  Overcurrent
• Two standard-size widths: 45 and 55mm
• DIN rail mounting

Mechanical Advantages
• Smooth acceleration; reduced shock and

starting stress
• Extend lifespan of mechanical drive train

components
Electrical Advantages

• Reduced starting current
• More motors or larger motors can be started from

lower-capacity power sources
Economic Advantages

• Lower overall costs for new installations
• Reduced maintenance and replacement of

mechanical drive train components

Optional Auxiliary Fans
• for 45mm and 55mm wide starters
• Increases starts/hour on

many models

Gearboxes

AC motors

http://www.powertransmission.com/ctr.php?source=PTE1209&dest=http://www.automationdirect.com/soft-starters
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The OSPE electrohydraulic steering unit from Sauer-Danfoss combines 
OSP technology with an integrated electrohydraulic steering valve.

Steering Unit 
MEETS NEW SAFETY LAWS

The OSPE electrohydraulic steer-
ing unit from Sauer-Danfoss has 
several features specifi cally targeted at 
meeting strict new safety legislation. 
OSP steering technology along with 
an integrated electrohydraulic steering 
valve helps simplify hydraulic system 
construction. 

The “safe state” system construction 
features selectable reactive and non-
reactive steering modes, load sensing 
and open center options with a variable 
steering ratio. The OSPE handles 
demanding off-highway applications.

“Today’s vehicles require versatile 
solutions that increase productivity, 
reduce operator fatigue and provide a 
safe, comfortable working environment,” 
says Tom Rudolph, product portfolio 
manager. “With the new OSPE steering 
unit, we are able to introduce a range 
of features that help improve vehicle 
performance and operator comfort, 
while facilitating compliance with the 
safety demands of Machinery Directive 
2006/42/EC.”

The “safe state” construction of 
the OSPE steering unit complies 
with revised safety legislation and new 
standards, like ISO 25119. In the case 
of an electronic or hydraulic system 
malfunction, the “safe state” function 
is activated by an external watchdog 
controller, and it can isolate the 
electrohydraulic section of the steering 
valve, protecting the steering unit. 

In the electrohydraulic (non-
reactive) steering mode, the steering 
ports from the OSP do not block as a 
safety feature. This is accomplished by 
an extra connection from the hydrostatic 
steering unit to the cylinder. Unlike other 
systems, this feature allows the steering 
wheel to remain fully operational and 
the driver in complete control.

“Recent European safety legislation 
has revised Machinery Directive 
2006/42/EC and applies to all vehicles 
built in or shipped to Europe after 
December 29, 2009,” Rudolph says. 
“This means that our customers must 
perform and document a hazard and risk 
analysis for all vehicle functions. The new 
OSPE steering unit has been designed 
to comply with this new legislation and 
provide the basis for a ‘safe state’ system 
architecture—for example, Category 2 

(ISO 25119). As a result, OEMs can 
speed up steering system development 
and certifi cation, reduce costs and bring 
vehicles to market faster.”

With its two steering modes, the 
OSPE allows for reaction steering 
on vehicles with an auto-steering 
function. Second generation “reaction” 
technology, reaction monitoring (RM), 
is available in load sensing or open 
center. RM technology improves the 
automatic self-centering feature of the 
steering system, which increases vehicle 
stability at high speeds and provides 
more operator comfort.

When combined with the Sauer-
Danfoss PVED-CL digital actuator 
and SASA steering sensor, the OSPE 
allows operators to fi ne-tune steering 
performance. The PVED-CL digital 
actuator incorporates steering software 
for tractors and articulated vehicles, 
and the SASA steering sensor detects 
absolution position and speed of the 
steering wheel. Using this system, 
operators adjust the number of times the 
steering wheel is turned from stop-to-
stop, which adapts steering performance 
to meet specifi c working requirements 
or on-road driving conditions.

It is also possible to adjust the 
steering ratio automatically, depending 
on vehicle speed. The complete solution 
provides more fl exibility in vehicle 
system design, improves productivity 
and reduces work-related fatigue.

“Using ISOBUS auto-guide mes-
sages, the PVED-CL actuator enables 
direct electric interface for GPS auto-
steering systems, joysticks, electric mini 
steering wheels or quick steering for 
agriculture and construction vehicles,” 
Rudolph says, “from tractors, combines 
and sprayers to backhoe and wheel 
loaders.”

For more information:
Sauer-Danfoss Inc
250 Parkway Drive, Suite 270
Lincolnshire, IL 60069
Phone: (847) 876 1700
Fax: (847) 876 1799
www.sauer-danfoss.com

http://www.powertransmission.com
http://www.sauer-danfoss.com
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The RPS450-TL photovoltaic 
inverter from Bonfi glioli is a solar 
industry fi rst as a modular solar power 
inverter system. It was released at the 
Solar Power International show in 
Anaheim, CA in October.

“The RPS450-TL represents the 
latest in solar inverter technology,” 
says Greg Schulte, president and CEO 
of Bonfi glioli USA. “The unit offers 
distinct advantages over other forms 
of solar technology, including critical 
improvements to overall effi ciency, 
energy harvesting and fi nancial 
returns.” 

The modular construction of the 
RPS450-TL combines all components 
of a solar power inverter in one unit 
including UL1741 construction and 
performance, fast response, maximum 
power point tracking, power plant 
monitoring and high reliability. The 
system integrates string combiner boxes, 
monitoring and a data logger with 24-
hour access to solar energy sites and 
allows operators to identify maintenance 
issues. A high-effi ciency ratio improves 
the overall inverter performance and 
maximizes power generation.

The heart of the inverter is a 
power electronic building block with 
an onboard controller (PEBB) that 
provides a simple, reliable inverter and 
improves uptime. The ‘plug and play’ 
concept allows owners to stock spare 

PV Inverter
COMBINES 
ALL SOLAR ELEMENTS

PEBB modules as opposed to the entire 
inverter, so training is only required on a 
singular design, improving maintenance 
productivity.

Ideal applications range between 
30kWp and 1MWp, “So it’s a very large 
product range,” Schulte says. “Our inverter 
effi ciency is at 99 percent. It provides the 
market with the highest available max 

point power tracking of any other inverter 
manufacturers out there.” 

For more information:
Bonfiglioli USA
3541 Hargrave Drive
Hebron, KY 41048
Phone: (859) 334-3333
Fax: (859) 334-8888
www.bonfiglioliusa.com

A software solution from Siemens 
introduced at EMO in Milan integrates 
manufacturing planning with shop 
fl oor machining operations associated 
with producing parts. The solution 

Siemens 
INTEGRATES VIRTUAL PLANNING 
WITH PHYSICAL PRODUCTION

links Teamcenter software from Siemens Teamcenter software from Siemens Teamcenter
PLM software with its Motion Control 
Information System (MCIS). The 
result guarantees digital planning 
data is delivered to the exact point of 
manufacturing.

“In 2007, Siemens announced a 
unique software vision to unify the 
global manufacturing industry’s product 
and production lifecycles by leveraging 

the synergies between its newly acquired 
PLM business and other business units 
in the Siemens Industry Automation 
Division,” says Peter Thorne, managing 
director, Cambashi Ltd., a PLM 
industry analyst fi rm.

Teamcenter is a widely used PLM Teamcenter is a widely used PLM Teamcenter
portfolio, according to Siemens 
PLM in a press release, and this new 
solution combines Teamcenter with two Teamcenter with two Teamcenter

http://www.bonfiglioliusa.com
http://www.powertransmission.com
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MCIS components: Direct Numerical 
Control (DNC) and Tool Data 
Information (TDI). The solution allows 
manufacturers to manage the delivery of 
accurate manufacturing data—like NC 
part programs created by CAM software, 
or tool availability information—from a 
central information management and 
planning area to the appropriate space 
on the shop fl oor.

“When Siemens acquired UGS 
Corp., one of the industry’s leading 

PLM software and services companies, 
we committed to producing solutions 
that would merge the virtual world of 
PLM software with the physical world 
of shop fl oor production,” says Chuck 
Grindstaff, executive vice president of 
products and CTO of Siemens PLM 
Software. “By integrating Teamcenter
and MCIS, we are delivering on that 
vision with a solution that will help 
companies reduce production time and 
costs and improve product quality by 

Celesco Transducer Products’ 
PT9420 linear position sensor performs 
under the harshest environmental 

conditions and features an expanded 
stroke range from 75 to 1,750 inches. It 
is built for any type of environment and 
is used in a range of industries including 
material handling, water management, 
hydraulic cylinder position and crane 
applications.

Electrical outputs include a two-wire 
4–20 mA output signal and a three-wire 

Linear 
Position Sensor
EXPANDS STROKE RANGE

ensuring close coordination between 
manufacturing planning and shop fl oor 
production.

For more information:
Siemens PLM Software
13690 Riverport Drive
Maryland Heights, MO 63043
Phone: (314) 264-8216
Fax: (314) 264-8926
www.siemens.com/plm

0–20 mA. An intrinsically safe option 
is available for hazardous areas, and it 
comes in an aluminum or stainless steel 
housing.

“Its ability to provide customers with 
a wide range of options means it is one of 
the best values of any sensor available,” 
says Jim Bishop, general manager at 

http://www.powertransmission.com
http://www.siemens.com/plm
http://www.powertransmission.com/ctr.php?source=PTE1209&dest=http://www.emerson-ept.com/Sealmaster
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Celesco. “There isn’t a sensor out there 
that offers a more signifi cant return on 
investment.”

The sensor is sealed to meet NEMA 
4 and IP67 standards. Optional IP68 
conformance and pressure testing 

for submerged applications. The 
potentiometer offers a long life cycle 
before signal degradation begins. The 
sensor installs in minutes, and it works 
without perfectly parallel alignment. It 
measures six inches when the cable is 

VFD Accessory
ENHANCES PERFORMANCE

Marathon Drives introduces the 
Aegis Shaft Grounding Ring accessory 
for industrial, commercial and HVAC/R 
motors. 

The accessory addresses the issue 
of harmful currents often emitted by 
variable frequency drives on the shafts 

of the motors they control. If shaft 
grounding isn’t performed, the currents 
cause damage to motor bearings, which 
result in noise, vibration, downtime and 
motor failure.

“As leaders in VFD systems using 
our MAX motor family, Marathon 
continues to search for solutions to not 
only make these systems more energy 
effi cient, but more sustainable,” says Tick 
Munz, product manager of Marathon 
Electric. “The energy effi ciency 
achieved by system improvements must 
be sustainable in order to be a truly 
‘green’ solution.”

The Aegis Shaft Grounding 
Ring was developed by Electro Static 
Technology, a division of Illinois Tool 
Works, to improve inverter driven 
motor reliability. The new technology 
has already succeeded in over 150,000 
applications in HVAC, pump and other 

fully retracted. Optional pressure testing 
is available down to 100 feet of water for 
submerged applications.

“Both our standard and extended 
range PT9420 sensors are considered to 
be among the most durable and reliable 
products in the market today,” Bishop 
says. “What sets these sensors apart is 
how versatile they are. For example, we 
have an all-synthetic, high strength cable 
for high acceleration applications along 
with a more rugged stainless cable.”

For more information:
Celesco
20630 Plummer Street
Chatsworth, CA 91311
Phone: (818) 701-2750, or 
(800) 423-5483
Fax: (818) 701-2799
www.celesco.com

industrial processes.
“We are impressed with Marathon 

Electric’s innovative approach for this 
new option,” says Adam Willwerth, 
sales and marketing manager at Electro 
Static Technology. “We look forward 
to supporting Marathon and their 
customers with the shaft grounding 
ring.”

The Shaft Grounding Ring can be 
added to most Marathon Electric motors 
during assembly. They are designed to 
fi t all Marathon Electric NEMA T or 
TS shafts on non-fl anged motors.

For more information:
Marathon Electric
Regal-Beloit Corporation
200 State Street
Beloit, WI 53511
Phone: (608) 364-8808
Fax: (608) 364-8818
www.regal-beloit.com

http://www.powertransmission.com
http://www.celesco.com
http://www.regal-beloit.com
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Two U.S. Air Force contracts were 
awarded to Sporian Microsystems to 
develop small, fi eld-deployable sensors 
for use in solid rocket motor heat 
assessment in the fi eld or depot. 

One project will use Sporian’s 
AssetOverseer SS family of 
accelerometers to focus on sensing 
potentially damaging vibrations 
and impacts. The other project will 
monitor solid rocket motor bore vapor 
chemistry.

“The system should help increase 
operational readiness and reduce the cost 
of ownership by extending the service 
life of assets and reducing lot level 
replacements based on time alone,” says 
Brian Schaible, of Sporian. “We expect 
to develop a low-power, networked 
system that will give an unprecedented, 
yet cost effective view of the evolving 
health of these systems.”

For more information:
Sporian Microsystems
515 Courtney Way, Suite B
Lafayette, CO 80026
Phone: (303) 516-9075
Fax: (303) 516-9116
info@sporian.com
www.sporian.com

Sporian 
DEVELOPING ROCKET MOTOR 
HEALTH ASSESSMENT

Double-Walled 
Steel Bellows 
Couplings
WITHSTAND HIGH TORQUE

The BK3 couplings from R+W 
America are designed for high torque 
servo gearboxes. They feature double-
walled stainless steel bellows that 
absorb parallel, angular and axial 

continued
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shaft misalignment. The BK3 has 
high torsional stiffness to contrast its 
low moment of inertia, so it quickly 
handles indexing and reversing servo 
applications.

These couplings are manufactured 
with a tapered conical clamping 
component, which allows for high shaft 
clamping forces without keys, compared 
to other hub designs. For help in tight 
spaces, the BK3 has disassembly 
screws. 

Clamping sleeves are custom bored 
on each side for shaft diameters from 
10 to 80 mm (0.39 to 3.13 inches). 
They are available in sizes for torque 
capacities from 15 to 10,000 Nm (133 
to 88,500 in-lbs.).

The Series 500 programmable 
linear actuator from Nook Industries 
offers an expanded performance range 
in generating higher loads, longer life, 
increased duty cycles, higher speed and 
programmability. The series provides 

versatile, precise control for a range of 
market applications, including military, 
packaging and automotive.

Developed by Nook’s Precision 
Actuator Group, the Series 500 has an 
optional external Linear Position Sensor 
(LPS) that provides programmable 
positioning and verifi cation feedback for 
both parallel and higher speed in-line 
confi gurations. Load capacities range 
up to 550 lbs. for in-line confi gurations 
with parallel confi gurations ranging 
up to 1,000 lbs., with stroke lengths 
from 2–24 inches. Custom lengths are 
available on request.

The linear actuator is designed 
to confi gure with stepper or servo 
motors and controls, either supplied as 
a complete system—including motors 
and controls—or with just a motor. For 
continuous high-speed, high-cycle rate 
applications, ball screw drive designs are 
available, and they operate at speeds up 
to 25 inches per second. For low duty 
cycle applications where self locking is 
needed to hold loads with a brake or 
power loss, acme screw driven designs 
are an option.

Nook’s Series 500 is designed with 
T-slot extrusions for adjustable limit 
switches and the optional external LPS. 
The LPS is a non-contact/no-wear 
sensor with a small package size that 
needs a short operating space, which 

Linear Actuator
GENERATES HIGHER LOADS

is half the space LVDTs or rod and 
cylinder pots require. It can fi t in small 
spaces and offers the same benefi ts of 
magnetostrictive sensing.

“Whereas normal applications 
only require theoretical positioning, 
the Series 500 LPS option provides 
a defi ned linear positioning lock for 
advanced accuracy and programmable 
control,” says Christopher Nook, CEO 
of Nook Industries.

Other benefi ts of the LPS are a 
choice of analog or self-interrogating 
PWM signals; use with printed circuit-
level supplies of +5 VDC; no periodic 
re-calibration necessary; optional 
supply voltages, which allow for use in 
+12 VDC; and customizable reading 
direction.

The Series 500 actuator offers a 
stepper controller option, which is 
capable of full, half-step or micro-
stepping, with a 10-foot motor power 
cable included. A servo controller is the 
other option, which includes a controller 
and amplifi er, with 10-foot motor power 
cable and feed-back cables included. 

More options are available for 
mounting styles, rod ends, brakes, 
protective bellows, stroke lengths and 
linear encoder contained inside the 
actuator. The Series 500 actuator also 
meets the IP65—Ingress Protection—
environmental rating for products, 

For more information:
R+W America L.P.
1120 Tower Lane
Bensenville, IL 60106
Phone: (630) 521-9911
Fax: (630) 521-0366
www.rw-america.com 

http://www.powertransmission.com
http://www.rw-america.com
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continued

ECOLOC® Locking
Assemblies™ are compet-
itively priced, quality
locking devices for keyless
shaft & hub connections.
They provide higher
torques, excellent self-
centering ability and are
backlash-free. Available
from stock in inch and
metric sizes. Custom sizes
and materials available
upon request. 

For information on
ECOLOC® and
RINGFEDER® Locking
Assemblies™ or other
power transmission 
components, call us 
today at 800-245-2580.

Partner for Performance
www.ringfeder.com

1307-133 Ringfeder EcoLoc PTE Mag.qxp:Layout 1  10/15/09  9:24 AM  Page 1

which guarantees resistance against dust 
and water.

For more information:
Nook Industries, Inc.
4950 East 49th St.
Cleveland, OH 44125
Phone: (216) 271-7900 or 
(800) 321-7800
www.nookindustries.com

The RW64-V RoundWay Linear 
Roller Bearing from Thomson is a 
four-inch bearing with a dynamic load 
capacity of 70,000/bf (310,800 N), 
which is more than 20 times the load 
capacity of a conventional linear ball 
bearing, even at extreme operating 
temperatures (up to 500 degrees 
Fahrenheit, 260 degrees Celsius) and 
speeds up to 100 ft/s and 31 m/s.

“Thomson RoundWay Linear Roller 
Bearings are specifi cally engineered 
to withstand extreme loads, speeds, 
temperature and contamination, and 
have the unique advantage of providing 
high load capacity without the instal-

lation costs typically associated with 
Profi le Rail products—and with 
signifi cantly greater resistance to 
environmental contaminants,” says 
Ellen Steinbrunner, product manager. 
“RoundWay users will also benefi t 
from what we call the ‘RoundRail 
Advantage’—a round shaft enables the 

bearing to rotate, thereby eliminating 
the potential for induced torsional 
stresses and facilitating reliable and 
robust operation, even when mounted 
on less-than-ideal surfaces.”

The RoundWay Linear Roller 
Bearings operate on Thomson 60 

Linear 
Roller Bearings 

BOOST LOAD CAPACITY 20 TIMES

http://www.ringfeder.com
http://www.powertransmission.com
http://www.nookindustries.com
http://www.powertransmission.com/ctr.php?source=PTE1209&dest=http://www.ringfeder.com
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Case LinearRace shafting, and they 
are available in sizes ranging from 1/2 
inch to 4 inches, due to the RW64-V 
addition. They feature concave rollers 
to handle high loads with a 10 million 
inch L10 rated travel life. RoundWay 
chain-link rollers enable high travel 
speeds up to 100 ft/s (31 m/s). They are 
suitable for use in severely contaminated 
applications, such as metal removal, 
paper and wood processing, and granite 
quarrying—applications in which 
metal chips, paper fl our, wood chips 
and abrasive dust would be normally 
destructive. 

Featuring an all steel and iron 
construction increases rigidity and 
durability in extreme environments. 
A lateral self-alignment feature means 
that the bearings may be out of parallel 
as much as 0.1875 inches, so they are 
suited for gantry system use and other 
applications where it is diffi cult to 
maintain the necessary 0.001 inch or 
better parallelism tolerances needed 
over long rail lengths that may be spread 
far apart.

A trunion pin feature enables 
pitch self-alignment for operating in 
inaccurate mounting surfaces. A ± 0.030 
inch height adjustment can set preload 
in “locked-in” arrangements. This is ideal 
for applications that require maximum 
stiffness and minimal defl ection. 

A recirculating ground roller 
assembly is capable of spanning 
gaps in a shaft for quicker and more 
effi cient pallet changing in assembly 
and packaging systems. This feature 
provides a 0.005 coeffi cient of friction 
and a ± 0.003 height tolerance that 
produce energy effi cient, high load and 
precise linear motion with smoother, 
quieter operation than anti-friction 
linear bearings and guides.

For more information:
Thomson
1500 Mittel Boulevard
Wood Dale, IL 60191
Phone: (540) 633-3549
Fax: (540) 633-0294 
Thomson@thomsonlinear.com
www.thomsonlinear.com

The SEK/SEL52 Capacitive Motor 
Feedback Systems from Sick Stegmann, 
Inc. are high resolution devices with 
HIPERFACE interface that come in 
a 52 mm housing. They are available in 
single-turn and multi-turn versions with 
servo clamp, hollow shaft or tapered 
shaft confi gurations. The bearing-less 
design provides robust operation when 
compared to traditional motor feedback 
systems. 

“At the heart of SEK/SEL52 motor 
feedback systems is a bearing-less, 
capacitive sensor element that is not 
only an attractively-priced alternative 
to the resolver, it also offers enormous 
technical benefi ts,” says Jon Whittelsey, 
application engineer. “Impulses are 
generated by a star-shaped rotor 
that changes, through its rotation, 
the dielectric material between the 
sender and receiver PCBs. The holistic 
scanning process means that neither 
radial nor axial tolerances introduced 
during rotor rotation can impair the 
accuracy of measurement. Moreover, the 
system confi guration permits extremely 
low power consumption. In terms of 
robustness and precision, the SEK/
SEL52 delivers the very features needed 
in the lower end segment of industrial 
position and speed determination 
applications.”

Motor Feedback Systems 
OPERATE BEARING-LESS

The SEK/SEL52 systems are an 
alternative in applications that use 
resolvers, and also where users require 
higher performance fi nal positioning, 
such as servo motors, handling drives, 
feed axis or standard robot applications. 
They can be used in traditional motor 
feedback applications that need higher 
than normal robustness for reliable 
operation in high temperature and 
vibration environments common 
in textile machinery and mining 
applications.

With 16 sine/cosine periods, 512 
steps per revolution resolution and one 
(single-turn) or 4,096 (multi-turn) steps 
per revolution, the systems are rated for 
up to 100 g/10 ms shock resistance, 50 
g/10…2,000 Hz vibration resistance, 
and they operate in temperatures 
ranging from –40 to +115 degrees 
Celsius (single-turn) or –20 to +115 
degrees Celsius (multi-turn).

A gearbox combined with magnets 
and Hall sensors activate the multi-
turn properties of the SEL versions. 
All electronics are part of an integrated 
ASIC, so an external evaluation unit is 
unnecessary.

HIPERFACE is an eight-wire 
interface standard that enables 
commutation, speed regulation and 
position information from the same 

mailto:Thomson@thomsonlinear.com
http://www.thomsonlinear.com
http://www.powertransmission.com
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If you have a background in gears, bearings, motors, belts, couplings, 
sensors or actuators, we’d like to talk to you. Power Play, the back page 
feature in PTE, is all about your industry. If you’ve got a funny anecdote, an 
interesting observation or perhaps a limerick on motion control, feel free to 
send it our way. This column is dedicated to the stories too radical to make 
the cut in industry or product news. We need story ideas, and we’re confi-
dent you can provide them.

The rules are quite simple: submit a story idea about the power trans-
mission industry, make it entertaining as well as informative, and become 
a PTE magazine editor-at-large today (salary not included). Submit your 
award-winning material to publisher@powertransmission.com.

Power 
Up!

Used for double sided copy 
machines and for other quick reversing 
industrial applications, the Ogura 
reversing drive is a cost effective way to 
achieve fast opposite rotation for many 
applications. The drive consists of two 
electromagnetic clutches and a series of 
gears, which allow the input to operate 
at a continuous RPM and allows the 
output to either have a forward, neutral 
or reverse rotation. Unlike a motor that 
would have to be decelerated and then 
reversed, the clutches’ response rate is 
extremely fast. Controllability is also 
very easy with a 24-volt supply switched 
to either clutch. The assembly comes 
contained in a die cast housing, which 
prevents the chance of contamination. 
Ball bearing supports for the shaft 
clutch rotors and gears give the unit 
extended life.

For more information:
Ogura Industrial Corp.
P.O. Box 5790
Somerset, NJ 08875-5790
Phone: (732) 271-7361
Fax: (732) 271-7580
www.ogura-clutch.com

device. The mechanism comprises two 
wires for an RS485 link, four wires for 
sine and cosine signals and two wires 
for power supply; whereas, a traditional 
system could have 19 leads.

The motor feedback systems with 
HIPERFACE combine incremental 
and absolute encoder functions.

For more information:
Sick Stegmann, Inc.
7496 Webster Street
Dayton, OH 45414
Phone: (800) 811-9110; (937) 454-1956
Fax: (937) 454-1955
sales@stegmann.com 
www.stegmann.com

High Speed, 
Low Cost 
Reversing Drive

http://www.powertransmission.com
mailto:sales@stegmann.com
http://www.stegmann.com
http://www.ogura-clutch.com
http://www.powertransmission.com/ctr.php?source=PTE1209&dest=http://www.circlegear.com
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Honing a 
Competitive 
Advantage:

SUNNEN GROWS PRODUCT PORTFOLIO WITH 
MOTION CONTROL SOLUTIONS FROM SIEMENS

With the adoption of a new basic servo positioning package from Siemens, Sunnen’s HTA tube-hone bore sizing 
and finishing system brings affordable performance capabilities for tube machining. 

http://www.powertransmission.com
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continued

U sing market insight coupled with new technology, 
Sunnen has been able to grow in a downward econ-
omy. The company expanded its platform of high 
production, high-precision bore sizing and finishing 

systems to include honing systems for maintenance and repair 
operations. The deeper secret to this 85-year-old OEM’s 
success is its ability to adopt simpler, yet more advanced and 
cost-effective motion control.

Problem and Opportunity
Traditionally, the company’s bore sizing and finishing 

systems have been customized, high-end designs. Having 
identified a new market segment opportunity, the immedi-
ate problem was system cost versus the market’s willingness 
to pay. But the larger, long-term problem was how to evolve 
the company’s technology platform while maintaining its 
competitive advantages in systems design, manufacturing and 
service efficiency. 

“When we went into this, the costs were not in line with 
the envisioned spec,” Carl Mik, product design engineer, 
recalls. “The stroker would be an AC motor and the spindle 
would be an AC motor. We wanted some sort of encoder 
on the AC motor for the stroker to hold relative position, 
and then we wanted a touch screen display. The costs were 
becoming prohibitive.”

An early breakthrough came when Sunnen learned that 
Siemens could offer a basic performance servo motor with 
resolver feedback for the price of an AC motor. But Sunnen 
still faced the challenge of developing an all new system 
design for low-cost honing that would be consistent with the 
company’s established product platform, supported by the 
multi-axis high-performance Sinamics S120 drive line and 
Simatic automation platform from Siemens.

This need for platform consistency is an industry-wide 
challenge, as OEMs and their end-customers evaluate the 
cost-performance advantages of emerging motion control 
solutions versus traditional hydraulic, mechanical and electro-
mechanical machine system designs. For Sunnen, this evalu-
ation has been facilitated by Siemens’ mutual interest in the 
possibilities of new servo-based systems design.

Synchronized Innovation
“I have been on the motion control side from the begin-

ning,” says Mike Nikrant, Sunnen product engineer. “Back 

in 2002–2003, we did a lot of research on different com-
munication bus structures and what people had to offer. We 
chose Profibus because of component availability and cost, 
along with its high acceptance in the market. Then we began 
using Siemens drives because they were the most flexible 
and configurable. We went with them on our KGM product 
line, which required extreme accuracy for all axes of motion 
when finishing cylinders. Then, we used a lot of the same 
components when we introduced our SV vertical honing 
machines.”

Sunnen’s product platform evolution soon fell into that of 
the Siemens drives technology platform, Nikrant recalls. 

“When we first started the SV vertical honing line, we 
were attempting to use ball screws. At the time there was only 
one company that had a motor that could handle the load 
we were doing because of the reciprocation. Then Siemens 
designed a motor that fit our application requirements and 
assisted us in our initial synchronization and tuning. We 
established a common DC bus drive structure with the 
Siemens drive platform, which made it possible to have all 
the same drives in the system for servo or vector applications. 
It is a very clean and proficient design because there are no 
mixes and matches of drive types. Everything just flowed a lot 
better with that solution and our customers like this common 
approach and service efficiency.”

Advanced—yet Simple—Positioning
As Sunnen’s attention moved last year to the develop-

ment of a basic large-bore horizontal honing system—or 
HTA—both Nikrant and Mik were on the same page regard-
ing product platform evolution. Joining them were other 
engineering team members, including Russ Jacobsmeyer, the 
company’s chief technology officer, who oversees technology 
adoption in support of Sunnen’s global growth. 

According to Jacobsmeyer, Siemens brings a global sup-
port capability that is becoming increasingly important to 
Sunnen’s growth strategy. He says the relationship is based 
on more than just meeting a spec. It is based on system per-
formance exploration. “One reason why we like working with 
Siemens,” Jacobsmeyer adds, “is we have built a partnership 
with them, and they understand what is required of our prod-
ucts. They can make suggestions in an intelligent manner, 

Quarter inch repeatability to 15/1,000 inch repeatability (before and after). The new HTA machine’s repeatable 
reversing accuracy was greatly increased using Siemens new Sinamics S110 servo drive. 

http://www.powertransmission.com
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Sunnen has expanded its product platform (bottom row) to offer both high-end and basic honing systems. Sie-
mens’ evolving motion technology platform (top row) continues to support Sunnen’s strategic growth.

The Drive-Cliq connection between motor and drive 
allows automatic configuration at the motor’s power-
up, and encoder parameters provide a plug-and-play 
servo system. 

helping us solve problems that add value for our customers. 
Precision bore sizing and finishing is a very niche capability 
that requires significant engineering content and resultant 
product performance. Our customers value what we have to 
offer with our systems and our ability to solve their difficult 
bore sizing and finishing applications.”

Jacobsmeyer recalls that when the engineering team first 
looked into developing a new basic bore sizing and finishing 
system to fill a gap in the Sunnen product line, Siemens was 

the logical resource.    
In regard to control system design, “We didn’t have any-

thing at that point,” Jacobsmeyer says. “We heard from our 
customers and engineers in the field that there was a need for 
a basic economical system. However, we were not sure if we 
could satisfy the product requirements and meet the market 
price point.” 

Mik agreed about the scope of the engineering problem. 
“Remember, this was August and September of last year,” Mik 
says. “So I started programming and put a prototype system 
together, and the biggest issue I found was spindle response 
time, due to delays in signals between the display, PLC, and 
a servo and general purpose drive. We had 300 milliseconds 
altogether, which may be acceptable from the standpoint of 
introducing a basic system at a basic system cost, but it was 
unacceptable for our application, so we decided to go back to 
Siemens.”

This was in January, with production of the new basic 
system to occur in May or June, Mik explains. “That is when 
Siemens told me that they had this new Sinamics S110 basic 
performance servo drive coming out, along with their new 
MP177 six-inch touch display, which allows soft PLC capa-
bility with the WinAC MP software. The direct connection 
between Sinamics S110 servo drive and MP177 display over 
Profibus made the system very cost effective and responsive. 
Not only did this reduce components, but [it] also made it 
possible for us to stay in line with our migration to a single 
platform on the Sinamics family of drives because we could 
use the same Step 7 software already being used to program 
our S7 automation on other machines.”

According to Mik, the new basic servo positioning pack-

http://www.powertransmission.com
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for Sunnen. 
“The bigger story is Siemens’ ability to work with us, 

standing with us and helping us find solutions,” Moehn says. 
“This relationship continues to improve our market success 
by getting us to market faster and ahead of competitors.”

Phil Hanna, Sunnen’s global product manager for 
machines, agrees. “The goal of partnering with Siemens has 
been to standardize control systems across all of our machine 
platforms—horizontal, vertical and tube hones, of which the 
new HTA machine is the latest addition as an entry-level 
market machine. This is part of an ongoing effort at Sunnen 
to produce modular designs that can easily be modified to 
new configurations. The SV machines are a perfect example 
of this concept. The modular columns with integral Siemens 
controls can be easily configured on a custom basis to opti-
mize the customer’s process. One, two, three, etc., columns 
depend on the customer’s stock removal and geometry 
requirements. This lends great flexibility to the product line. 
And with component standardization and Siemens’ global 
presence, the machines are much more supportable globally 
because of Siemens’ technical expertise and resources.

For more information:
Siemens Industry, Inc. 
Drive Technologies—Motion Control (Machine Tool) 
390 Kent Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
Phone: (847) 640-1595
Fax: (847) 437-0784
SiemensMTBUMarCom.sea@siemens.com
www.usa.siemens.com/cnc

Sunnen
7910 Manchester Road
St. Louis, MO 63143 
Phone: (314) 781-2100
Fax: (314) 781-2268 
www.sunnen.com

age gave Sunnen an unexpected level of performance for basic 
machine development. “If you think about trying to stop an 
AC induction motor to do stroking back and forth, it’s pretty 
difficult. Even when applying dynamic braking and braking 
resistors, traditionally acceptable reversals on a tube-hone 
machine are around a quarter-inch repeatability. But our tests 
show the new system is achieving under 15/1,000 of an inch, 
and this is a low-cost system.”

Mik explained that the key components of the new sys-
tem are an easily programmable soft PLC at a low cost point 
and a low-cost distributed motion control—solutions brought 
about by the Siemens Sinamics S110 drive and 1FK7 servo 
motor. This also accomplished a new level of simplicity for 
this basic machine because the Drive-Cliq cable between the 
Sinamics S110 drive and motor provides automatic configura-
tion as well as the feedback of the servo system. Additionally, 
the MP177 with WinAC software made the configuration 
and communication simple and straightforward.

”We have a color TFT display, we are programming 
everything with ease, and we can even automate the machine. 
It’s not in the original spec, but we could do this to add even 
more value to our offering. And spindle response time is 
down in the 25-millisecond range, instead of 300,” adds Mik. 
“For such a low-cost machine, I cannot believe we have such 
a capable system.”

Platforms for Growth
Mike Nikrant believes alignment between the Sunnen 

and Siemens product platforms is helping to drive Sunnen’s 
business forward. The decision to develop new, more basic 
systems was facilitated by the product range of Siemens 
motion control solutions. The two companies are already 
talking about performance improvements for Sunnen’s next 
generation of high-end PC-based systems with integrated 
safety functions. 

“Siemens is coming out with motion control ideas that 
fit what we want to do,” Nikrant observes. “For our high-end 
PC line, we are trying to come up with a common circuit for 
multiple machines. Siemens drives, bus structures and com-
ponents fit really well in that respect because of the way some 
of the logic can be split up as far as the controllers go. Their 
Sinamics drives are easy to use and highly configurable. The 
same piece of hardware can be used for multiple functions. 
Some systems can be configured to use any functionality the 
user can conceive. On other systems, where there is no need 
for all that functionality, a product like the Sinamics S110 
servo system provides a simple and efficient solution. And 
control, programming and communication are all the same. 
The Siemens platform works well for us, for both the higher 
and entry level.”  

Jacobsmeyer adds, “Building upon common platforms 
from Siemens, which are stable and high performance, 
serves our customers and entire Sunnen organization quite 
well—around the globe, enabling us to more efficiently use 
our global resources to engineer, construct, service and sell 
product.”

According to Sunnen’s David Moehn, manager of engi-
neered machines and custom systems, the adoption of the 
Siemens Sinamics S110 servo drive is just part of the story 

The above represents a bore sizing and finishing 
system, with call-outs to components and function. 
Sunnen provides end-users, including engine builders, 
with customized systems that may include automated 
parts loading, in-process or post-process gauging and 
prescribed abrasives. 

http://www.usa.siemens.com/cnc
http://www.sunnen.com
http://www.powertransmission.com
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Using Rexroth’s IndraDrive M drives and MSK servo motors, T-TEK saw a 15–20 percent improvement in apron 
and compression cycle times (courtesy of Bosch Rexroth).

Soft Drink 
Solutions

SERVO SYSTEM HELPS CREATE 
MORE EFFICIENT BEVERAGE PALLETIZER

http://www.powertransmission.com
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ith the high demand and consumption of soft 
drinks, fast production is an obvious challenge 
for packaging companies. How can a company 
control energy consumption, soft handling of 

lighter and thinner packages and palletize a widening range 
of materials? T-TEK Material Handling, Inc., a specialist in 
building material handling systems for the beverage industry, 
recently developed a new model to address these specific 
issues. With the assistance of Bosch Rexroth and their dis-
tributor, FPS Technologies, T-TEK developed a servo system 
that could increase speed, provide better material handling 
and use less energy.

“With Rexroth’s servo technology, we’ve significantly 
reduced the machines’ energy consumption,” says Brian Traff, 
vice president of T-TEK. “Although our goal was to improve 
the performance of our packaging capabilities, the energy 
savings that accompany this solution is a welcome bonus to 
our customers.”

T-TEK’s TS Series three-axis palletizer is designed to 
handle a variety of packaging configurations of cans or bottles 
in layers containing as many as 32 packages each. During 
beverage production, the filled packages move down the 
packaging line to the palletizer, which handles them at a rate 
of up to 180 packs per minute. They are then oriented into a 
specific pattern—each layer is offset from the previous—and 
the entire accumulation is placed on the pallet. The filled 
pallets proceed down a conveyor belt for shrink-wrapping 
and pickup.

During development of the system, T-TEK identified 
three primary components where speed and energy usage 
could be improved: apron, compression and hoist. The apron 
allows each layer to drop cleanly on the pallet, the compressor 
applies pressure and holds the layer in place and the hoist is 
responsible for raising and lowering the pallets. 

T-TEK immediately turned to Bosch Rexroth’s electric 
drives and controls technology for servo solutions that could 
improve the speed and energy usage in these areas. By incor-
porating Rexroth’s IndraDrive M drives and MSK servo 
motors, T-TEK found a solution that allowed the compo-
nents to move faster but decelerate more smoothly with less 
jarring. This is crucial not only for extended component life 
and lower maintenance costs, but because the demand for 
sustainability in packaging has led to the use of lighter and 
thinner materials for product packaging.  

Since plastic bottles are now produced using half the 
plastic used two years ago, palletizers are being challenged 
to handle these cases at higher speeds, but more gently. 
Control throughout the compression process is vital, with 
improper handling leading to damage and waste, especially 
with thinner materials. The TS Series uses the Rexroth servo 
to maintain a high level of control for even the most delicate 
packaging.

An immediate benefit from incorporating Rexroth’s drives 
into the TS Series involves the concept of regenerative energy. 
This is energy created during an application where the load 
possesses more energy than the motor, which is often the 
case when lowering heavy pallets. Motors convert electrical 
power into mechanical power for the machine. However, 

continued

W

The TS Series from T-TEK not only performs faster 
than earlier models, but it uses less energy (courtesy 
of Bosch Rexroth).

Rexroth’s drives brought significant improvements 
to the TS Series hoist operations (courtesy of Bosch 
Rexroth).
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“Rexroth offers good local, as well as solid international 
support. We have applications in Mexico and Canada, and 
the Rexroth staff has always been extremely helpful from the 
design phase through field implementation and follow-up,” 
Traff says. “Rexroth has helped make the TS Series vastly 
outperform our competitors. Their strong reputation within 
the packaging industry made them an easy selection.”

For more information:
Bosch Rexroth
5150 Prairie Stone Parkway
Hoffman Estates, IL 60192
Phone: (610) 694-8298
Fax: (610) 694-8339
www.boschrexroth-us.com

T-TEK, Material Handling, Inc.
1930 Hunter Loop Road
Montgomery, AL 36108
Phone: (334) 269-6970
Fax: (334) 269-6977
www.t-tek.com

servo motors have the potential to generate electricity, too. 
Simply put, as the heavy pallet decelerates, the braking motor 
turns into a generator, converting mechanical power back into 
electrical power, which needs to be removed. Traditionally, 
most systems would take this excess energy and burn it off 
using a brake resistor. 

Instead of brake resistors, the palletizer uses Rexroth’s 
MSK motors, IndraDrive M servo drives and HVR power 
supply to take the extra energy and regenerate it. The advan-
tage is converting usable energy for the machine by powering 
the other servo motors on the DC voltage bus that may be 
in acceleration mode, instead of burning off the energy to a 
resistor.

Prior to using Rexroth’s servo components, T-TEK used a 
20 hp motor to power the hoist. Rexroth’s MSK servo motors 
produce faster results with only a 10 hp motor that permits 
better case handling and greater load deceleration control. 
Rexroth’s MSK motors feature intelligent feedbacks, meaning 
the drive can read each motor for its current, torque and speed 
capacities, thereby allowing for greater motor control and 
faster startup. With the small motors and regenerative drive 
capabilities, this creates additional energy savings. 

“The overall energy savings is estimated to be around 
20 percent compared to the machine T-TEK built about six 
months previously,” Traff says. 

Incorporating these features into the TS Series has led 
T-TEK to explore other new developments, including the 
conversion of other motor, hydraulic and pneumatic cylinder 
applications to servo control.

“We’re seeing that the benefits extend well beyond the 
considerable performance improvement,” Traff says. “We are 
investigating several other applications to implement as servo 
solutions.”

In addition, the engineering support from Rexroth has 
been instrumental during the development of these new 
high-speed palletizing systems. 

T-TEK can now produce faster results using smaller 
Rexroth MSK motors (courtesy of Bosch Rexroth).

The need for more delicate material handling led T-
TEK to develop the TS Series for faster speeds, but 
more gentle operation (courtesy of Bosch Rexroth).

http://www.boschrexroth-us.com
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Start, Design 
and Market 
Your Engines

Honeywell, SAE team up for unique middle school initiative
Matthew Jaster, Associate Editor

The Honeywell/SAE Student Automotive Design Challenge allowed students the opportunity to research, design, 
test and build electric, gear-driven toy cars (courtesy of Honeywell International).
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ccording to Matthew 
Miller, director, Society 
of Automotive Engineers 
(SAE) Foundation and pre-

college programs, there are only two 
groups in the world that consider engi-
neers rock stars: “Other engineers and 
11 to 14-year-olds.”

 Kids in this age group are endlessly 
curious about how things are made, 
what it takes to make them and how 
they can be made better. During a time 
when there seems to be less interest in 
Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Mathematic (STEM) programs, there 
are still companies and organizations 
trying to influence the next generation 
to consider careers in these fields.

Honeywell International partnered 
with the SAE to specifically address 
engineering education in the classroom 
with the Student Automotive Design 
Challenge. This program, based on 
SAE’s A World in Motion (AWIM) 
“Motorized Toy Car” curriculum, pro-
vides students an assignment from a 
mock corporation to research, design, 
test and build electric, gear-driven toy 
cars. 

 “Last year, we partnered with the 
SAE for the Student Automotive De-
sign Challenge to get students excit-
ed about science and math,” says Joe 
Toubes, vice president of communi-
cations for Honeywell Transportation 
Systems. “Students work in design 
teams of four to build a vehicle and 
write proposals, draw sketches, model 
designs and develop plans that meet 
the specific set of design requirements 

identified in market research. Students 
share their results with their inter-
national peers via an online forum, 
designed to directly connect students at 
a global level.”

Toubes hopes the program will 
prompt students to continue to pursue 
an interest in engineering or at the very 
least an appreciation for the work it 
takes to design and build a product. 

“We need talented innovators to 
find new and better ways to meet the 
challenges of today and tomorrow, not 

just for our company, but for the world,” 
Toubes says.

During the final week of the pro-
gram, each class was asked to select 
the winning car, which was then 
entered into the global contest against 
other schools. The top three vehicles 
in the competition were selected by 
Honeywell employees through an 
online survey. The Student Automotive 
Design Challenge expanded in 2009 to 
include schools from China, the Czech 
Republic, France, Germany, India, 
Mexico, Switzerland and the United 
States. 

“The international component adds 
a level of interest and prestige for the 
students and schools. They are very 
excited about interacting with other 
students from around the world.  Kids 
who would normally never have the 
opportunity to interact are coming 
together around an engineering pro-
gram, which is pretty cool from our 
perspective,” Toubes says.

Toubes adds that the international 
component has also been beneficial for 
Honeywell. 

“Since we are committed to improv-
ing the communities where our employ-
ees live and work, we’re excited to offer 

the program, not only to local com-
munities, but also to our dedicated 
employees who have been going into 
the classroom weekly for the duration 
of this two month program.” 

A green component was also added 
to this year’s competition where stu-
dents either had to use recycled materi-
als, materials that can easily be reused 
or have a “green” concept behind the 
design of the vehicle itself. 

“We’ve been impressed by how 
innovative the students have been,” 
Toubes says. “Each school has taken 
the challenge to heart and has produced 
excellent work. Kids today seem to be 
interested in how engineering can be 
utilized to develop new and cleaner 
technologies.”

After viewing the most recent 
designs, Miller at the SAE is not as 
concerned about the future of engineer-
ing as he used to be. 

“The future is so bright in engi-
neering and manufacturing. These kids 
brought creativity, innovation and a real 
sense of community to each project. 
The end result was nothing short of 
exceptional. Our job is to continue to 
uncover this middle school talent and 
raise awareness on the opportunities out 
there in engineering.”

Miller adds that more can be done 
at the federal and state level to make 
sure these subjects are getting the prop-
er amount of time and commitment in 
the classroom. 

“We pay a lot of lip service on these 
issues,” Miller says. “We talk about how 
important STEM programs are to the 
next generation, but the world is clearly 
not doing enough to get the message 
out. More needs to be done to bring 
industry into the classroom.” 

A

Design teams of four were instruct-
ed to create a toy car product for a 
mock corporation (courtesy of Hon-
eywell International).

Students were asked in the 2009 
competition to incorporate a green 
component in the toy design (cour-
tesy of Honeywell International).

The competition allows students 
to interact with peers from around 
the world and share results via an 
online forum (courtesy of Honey-
well International).
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Adds Toubes, “What we have heard 
from teachers is that they are always 
looking for new ways to teach math and 
science. I think programs like this that 
meet such high curricular standards are 
a helpful tool to boost learning.”

The feedback from the program has 
been outstanding, according to both 
Miller and Toubes. 

“In Torrance, a parent told us, ‘Your 
program works! My daughter wanted 
to be a chef; now she wants to be an 
engineer.’ We have also received e-mails 
from schools and individual parents 
not affiliated with the program ask-
ing us how they can participate or get 
the program in their school,” Toubes 
says. “It makes learning math, science 
and engineering principles fun. It chal-
lenges students to be innovative and 
demonstrates how these lessons can be 
applied to their everyday lives.”

Miller believes the current crop of 
middle school kids with an interest in 
engineering and manufacturing will be 
vital in changing the way the world 

Miller deems these engineering 
education programs vital to the future 
of engineering and manufacturing. 

“It’s one of the most important 
things we do at the SAE, promot-
ing these areas globally and working 
with manufacturing companies to 
develop the next engineering work-
force. Programs like this give kids the 
knowledge, experience and appreciation 
required to work in these fields.”

But can an eight-week program 
influence an 11-year-old toward a career 
in engineering and manufacturing? 

“Our chief technology officer at 
Honeywell, Karl-Heinz Bauer, has said 
that an engineering competition in 
middle school inspired him to be an 
engineer,” Toubes says. “It’s taking math 
and science, which some kids may find 
dry subjects, and making them fun.”

Competitions like this are also 
beneficial for the teachers. A unique 
and diverse education community was 
formed when Honeywell and the SAE 
brought all the participating teachers 
together at Honeywell’s site in New 
Jersey for training sessions to learn the 
curriculum. 

“The teachers seemed to be just 
as enthusiastic and excited as the stu-
dents,” Miller says. “It’s a nice change 
of pace when you’re giving educators a 
unique way to present these lessons in 
the classroom.”

Be Proactive 
The Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) is always looking for assistance 

from the manufacturing community when it comes to student engineering 
programs. “We’re trying to offer as many options and opportunities to col-
lege, high school and junior high students as possible,” says Matthew Miller, 
director, SAE Foundation and pre-college programs. The SAE Foundation 
serves today’s students in an effort to help them become tomorrow’s engi-
neers and scientists. Miller believes both the industry and education commu-
nities play a vital role in preparing students to become the next generation of 
innovators. It starts with funding STEM education programs or volunteering 
your time and expertise to local competitions. 

Supported programs include the award-winning A World in Motion 
(AWIM) curriculum that blends science and mathematics into age-appropri-
ate design challenges and the Collegiate Design Series (CDS) that allow 
engineering students to receive hands-on experience in the design, manu-
facture and testing of real vehicles. The SAE Foundation also offers a full 
program of scholarships, grants, loans and award opportunities for high 
school seniors, undergraduate and graduate engineering students and pro-
fessionals. 

“In the simplest sense, we’re trying to provide a sense of practicality for 
students in regards to science and math,” Miller says. “This wouldn’t be pos-
sible without the help of our corporate sponsors and volunteers.”

If you’re interested in working with the SAE Foundation on student engi-
neering and manufacturing initiatives contact the SAE at (724) 722-8515 or 
visit www.saefoundation.org.

The competition allows students 
to interact with peers from around 
the world and share results via an 
online forum (courtesy of Honey-
well International).

The winning car from each class 
was entered into a global contest 
to compete against other schools 
(courtesy of Honeywell Interna-
tional).

conducts business.
“When you start talking about alter-

native fuels, the green movement and 
urban development, it’s this generation 
that’s going to have to find a way to fix 
things.”

For more information on the 
Student Automotive Design Challenge 
and to look at photos of some of the 
participating classrooms, visit participating classrooms, visit participating classrooms, visit www.
honeywell-sae.co

http://www.honeywell-sae.co
http://www.honeywell-sae.co
http://www.saefoundation.org
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Figure 1—Rotor construction of permanent magnet motor.

  (a) SPM Motor                     (b) IPM Motor                            (c) PRM
: Location of 
  Permanent Magnet

Introduction
Sumitomo Drive Technologies manufactures PTC (power 

transmission and control)-related products such as gearmo-
tors, gearboxes and inverters used in various industries. Para-

Direct Drive 
Technology 

and Its Impact 
on Gearmotor 

Business
Masazumi Suzuki

max parallel and right-angle gearboxes are used in the steel 
industry, mining conveyors and material handling machinery, 
etc. Cyclo-concentric gearmotors and hyponic right-angle 
gearmotors are used in automotive conveyors, food machinery 
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and other applications. Although the gearmotors have been 
used primarily in industrial manufacturing processes, they are 
now being used in consumer products such as residential el-
evators and wheelchairs. 

At the same time, environmental concerns and attention 
to energy saving are growing. Global warming impacted by 
large consumption of energy is one of the biggest environ-
mental concerns worldwide. Th erefore, energy saving, high ef-
fi ciency and recycling are becoming very important, as well as 
low noise and vibration. As a result, direct drive (sometimes 
called DD) motor systems become attractive for home electric 
appliances and other uses. DD motors do not require gears, 
theoretically increasing effi  ciency, reliability, maintainability 
and responsiveness. Th is paper discusses direct drive technolo-
gy trends and investigates their potential impact on gearmotor 
business based on application examples using DD motors.

DD Motor Technology Trends
Induction motors are commonly used in applications 

ranging from home electric appliances to industrial process 
equipment, providing advantages such as simple construction, 
durability, reasonable cost and ease of control. But, increasing 
the effi  ciency of induction motors is a big obstacle due to the 
large copper loss. As previously mentioned, environmental and 
energy concerns are driving development of higher effi  ciency 
in motors—e.g., upwards of 70% of energy consumption in 
industry is by motors. So for example, highly effi  cient, brush-
less DC motors are beginning to be used in place of induction 
motors for home electric appliances and other applications. 
Brushless DC motors use permanent magnets in their rotors. 
Th is eliminates copper losses in rotors and results in higher 
effi  ciency.

DD motors are, by defi nition, motors that transmit power 
to the application directly without the use of mechanical re-
duction elements like gears, pulleys, chains or belts. DD mo-
tors within this broad defi nition are used in a wide range of 
applications and come in diff erent forms. But for this pre-
sentation, we are interested in applications that until recent 
history had normally used gearmotors. By replacing a gear-
motor with only a motor, a DD motor must typically be able 
to provide high torque at low speeds—not a strong feature 
of induction motors. Th us, commonly, most DD motors are 
some type of permanent magnet (PM) motors operated by an 
electronic controller.

Types of Permanent Magnet Motors and 
Rotor Construction

Permanent magnet motors are roughly classifi ed into two 
types—SPM (Surface Permanent Magnet) motor and IPM 
(Interior Permanent Magnet) motor (Fig.1). An SPM motor 
requires a holding tube that secures permanent magnets to 
prevent them from fl ying apart due to centrifugal forces at 
high speeds. Th e increase in iron loss from this holding tube 
degrades the effi  ciency. To decrease the iron content and im-
prove the effi  ciency, the IPM motor has permanent magnets 
located in the rotor. Th is construction prevents the centrifugal 
forces from damaging the permanent magnet. Th is is one of 
the main reasons the IPM motor is used.

Th e inductance of an IPM motor, as viewed from its sta-
tor core, changes in relation to the location of the permanent 
magnets in the rotor. In addition to the magnetic torque gen-

Figure 2—Static magnetic field analysis of a Sumitomo 
DD motor (3.3kW, 500r/min).

erated, the IPM motor also generates reluctance torque from 
inductance diff erences at diff erent rotor angles generated by 
the intervening magnetic steel of the rotor. Th e IPM motor 
makes eff ective use of the reluctance torque to improve ef-
fi ciency when compared to an SPM motor. A PRM (Perma-
nent Magnet Reluctance Motor) is a kind of IPM motor. It is 
designed to enlarge the reluctance torque by optimally locat-
ing permanent magnets and cavities.

Th e output torque characteristics of PM motors are af-
fected by magnet saturation in their cores, which depend on 
the size of magnets and their location. Th erefore, PM motor 
design is optimized according to the analysis of the magnetic 
fl ux density distribution by using FEM (Fig.2).

Construction of the Stator Core of a 
Permanent Magnet Motor

A distributed winding system has been adopted for sta-
tors in the past. In this system, windings are wound in ad-
vance and then inserted into stator slots. Th e disadvantage of 
the distributed winding system is that the overall lengths of 
the windings become excessive. Th e eff ective winding length 
is the winding length in the slots. Th e windings at the ends 
serve no purpose other than for electrical connection, and they 
increase winding length by about 1/4 of the stator circumfer-

Figure 3—Sumitomo built-in type DD motor.

continued
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ence (Fig.4). Th e alternative to distributed windings is con-
centrated windings, sometimes called one-slot winding. Th is 
system uses windings wound directly on a single stator tooth. 
Th e benefi t is that the overall length is shortened drastically. 
Th is system, used with thick wire and dense winding, achieves 
a drastic reduction of the winding resistance and results in 
higher effi  ciency. Compared to a traditional motor, this sys-
tem can drastically reduce the amount of copper windings and 
helps to save natural resources, lower cost and reduce weight 
and size.

Examples of Applications where DD Motors are Used
Home electric appliances. Th e load characteristics of a 

washing machine are washing—which needs large torque at 
low speed; and spinning—which needs high speed but low 
torque. Laundry is agitated by the agitating blade during the 
wash cycle and spin-dried by rotating the load bin during 

the spin cycle. Th e drive mechanism of a washing machine 
is classifi ed as a belt drive, gear drive or direct-drive system, 
as shown in Table 1. Th e belt drive system has been the most 
common mechanism used. Motor output torque is transmit-
ted by a belt drive and a gear. Also, a reduction ratio changer 
is built into this mechanism. Th is mechanism can keep the 
motor load almost constant during spinning and reduce the 
required motor output torque during washing. However, the 
disadvantage is the noise and vibration generated by the belt 
and the gear.

Conversely, a direct drive system has the advantage of 
low noise and vibration because the motor directly drives the 
agitating blade and the spinning bin. It does not need a gear 
and belt, which generate noise and vibration. However, the 
direct drive system’s motor load during washing is very large 
compared to that of the belt drive system’s because there is 

Teeth Teeth
          Windings

Slot       Slot

Rotor
        Distributed windings                    Concentrated windings

�

   Windings End

         Distributed windings

Stator Frame Stator Frame

Concentrated windings

Figure 4—Stator core construction.
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no gear reduction mechanism; this results in a larger motor 
torque requirement.

Th erefore, IPM-type, brushless DC motors that provide 
both magnet torque and reluctance torque are used to achieve 
high torque capacity and high effi  ciency. Additionally, concen-
trated windings are adopted for reducing copper loss in the sta-
tor core and optimization of the permanent magnet shape, and 
other improvements are used to reduce torque fl uctuation.

Machining centers. In this industry, demand for fi ve-axis 
machining centers and multi-axis machining centers is rapidly 
increasing. Benefi ts of fi ve-axis machining centers are process 
integration and high precision, which are achieved by simul-
taneous fi ve-axis control. 

Generally, a fi ve-axis machining center includes three axes 
of the linear motion and two axes of rotational motion. Th e 
linear motion mechanism is highly developed to achieve high 
speed and high precision through the technology advance-
ment of the servomotor and the feed screw. On the other 
hand, the drive system of the rotational motion still uses a 
worm gear reduction mechanism. Th e rotational speed is 
about several dozen rpm and positioning accuracy is limited 
due to the backlash generated by the worm gear. Th erefore, 
the speed of machining a curved surface—which needs syn-
chronization of the linear and rotational axis—is limited by 
the feed performance of the rotational axis, even though the 
feed performance of the linear axis is high. So, the worm gear 
rotational mechanism is the factor that slows the speed of a 
fi ve-axis machining center. As a result, DD motors are begin-
ning to be used (Figs. 5 and 6) to avoid a speed unbalance 
between the linear and rotational axis. 

Extruders. As mentioned, energy saving is addressed in 
the extruder industry as well as other industries due to recent 
environmental concerns. In the past, the drive mechanism 
has been constructed of motors, pulleys, belts and gearboxes 
(Fig.7). However, the drive mechanism using gearboxes is 
gradually being replaced with the direct drive system using 
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continued

Figure 5—Worm gear system and direct drive system.

Figure 6—Five-axis machining center.

Figure 7—Belt and gearbox system.
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DD motors connected directly to the screws (Fig.8). Th is con-
struction not only improves energy effi  ciency,  it also improves 
maintainability by eliminating oil changes of the gearboxes 
and inspection of the pulley belt tension. Th e construction of 
the extruder using the DD motor is very simple and compact. 
Th is provides more fl oor space fl exibility with extruders for 
multilayer, blown fi lm processes, thus providing enhanced op-
tions for an operator because a larger space is available within 
to work. Also, some extruder manufacturers report that the 
power consumption is reduced by 15–20% by means of using 
DD motors.

Injection machines. Belt drive systems have also in the past 
been used in injection machines. However, noise from the belt 
drive mechanism, belt wear and maintainability, are problems. 
To avoid them, belt drive mechanisms are replaced with direct 
drive systems. Th e direct drive mechanism achieves fast re-
sponse, high speed and energy saving, as well as low noise and 
increased maintainability.

Residential elevators. Th ere are four kinds of lift mecha-
nisms for residential elevators—hydraulic, geared winding 
drum, geared traction and direct drive systems. Th e hydrau-
lic system seems to be most popular in the market, but many 
manufacturers are using the geared winding drum system as 
well.

Th e advantages of the hydraulic system are smooth ride 
and low noise, but, once installed, it requires a machine room 
and more aftermarket maintenance. But the geared winding 
drum system and the geared traction system require less af-
termarket maintenance and are very reliable. Th is is why many 
manufacturers are now using these systems. For example, 
Sumitomo hyponic gearmotors are used in residential eleva-
tors (Fig.11). Typical specifi cations of gearmotors are right-
angle type, low-noise gearing and braking and a square-shape 
motor shaft end to attach a hand wheel in emergencies. Low- 
noise gearing technology and other typical specifi cations for 
residential elevators are available in hyponic gearmotors.

Th e disadvantages of systems using gearmotors are that 
gearmotors still transmit gear noise even though low-noise 
gearing is adopted. Also, the ride quality of a gearmotor 
system has no advantage over the hydraulic system because 
torque control is diffi  cult at slow leveling speeds. High-end 
elevator applications in large buildings have used DD motors 
for decades to eliminate these types of issues. With the cost of 
DD motor systems coming down, some premium residential 
elevator markets are beginning to adopt DD motors to elimi-

Figure 8—Direct drive system.

Figure 9—Injection machine Sumitomo SE-DU series.

Figure 10—Drive mechanism of injection screw.

Figure 11—Hyponic gearmotors.
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nate gear noise and achieve smooth ride. But, DD motors are 
still expensive for the general market at this point.

Potential Impact on Gearmotor Business
Th is paper discussed DD motor technology trends and 

some examples of applications. Th ere are some important 
points in these examples (Table 3). Th ey are high effi  ciency, 
high precision, fast response, compactness, light weight, low 
noise, low vibration and increased maintainability. Based on 
these advantages, the potential impact on gear business that 
DD motors represent is presented in the conclusion of this 
paper.

Technology Evolution and Customer Needs
As a rule, technology develops like the curve as shown in 

Figure 12. Th is fi gure is a time history of technology evolu-
tion. Th e curve is known as the S-curve because of its shape. If 
the S-curve exceeds customer needs, commoditization results, 
followed by severe cost competition. It is thought that the S-
curve of gearmotors does not yet exceed customer needs, but it 
is close. On the other hand, it is thought that DD motors are 
in a developing stage of the technology evolution.

Th is is explained by using the concept of product archi-
tecture. Figure 12 maps the customer value in the horizontal 
axis and the product architecture in the vertical axis. Th e in-
tegrated-type architecture needs a custom design and can be 
expensive. Th e customer value is roughly classifi ed as well-de-
fi ned/general needs and potential/custom needs. It is thought 
that gearmotors are located in the fi rst and second quadrants. 
And yet, it is still thought that DD motors are custom and in-
tegrated architecture. Based on this product architecture, and 
with respect to the gearmotor market, the cost of DD motors 
is not yet competitive. However, with improved cost position, 
it is expected that the DD motors may move to the second 
quadrant in the future. But time will be required to modular-
ize and to standardize DD motors because their design is still 
developing, and current options can be very fl exible. Th ere are 
various speed and torque characteristics and motor design ar-
chitectures and motor control schemes available.

Will DD Motors Replace Gearmotors? 
Th e examples that are discussed in this paper show that 

DD motors create new customer values. Th e values are high 
effi  ciency, low noise, increased maintainability, etc., as previ-
ously mentioned. Th ese create added values, and DD motors 
can be used for specifi c applications even though they are ex-
pensive.

If the customer’s value is mapped within the concept of a 
“value network,” the metrics seen in Figure 14 result, which 
show time in the horizontal axis, the function (value metrics) 
in the vertical axis and the value network in the axis perpen-
dicular to the page. Th e value networks of both products are 
shown in relation to each other, but on diff erent “average” 
plains; diff erent customer needs are dotted three-dimension-
ally around the customer needs line. Likewise, the diff erent 
variations of the products are distributed three-dimensionally 
around the product technology evolution line. As time pro-
gresses, the customer needs line and the product technology 
line can begin to encroach on or separate from each other. 
Currently, the value metrics for the gearmotor network are 
reasonable life, high reliability and reasonable cost. Th e value 

Figure 12—S-curve of technology and customer needs.

Figure 13—Product architecture map.

Figure 14—Metrics of value and the value network.

continued
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metrics of the DD motor network are high effi  ciency, high 
precision, low noise and maintainability.

As mentioned, DD motor technology is still in a develop-
ment stage of technology evolution, and yet to be modular-
ized. Th erefore, it is thought that DD motors are used only for 
specialized applications for high-end users and that the size 
of the DD motor market remains small. Th e entire gearmo-
tor market in the PTC industry incorporates a wide range of 
applications—some of which are well outside the realm of the 
DD market. If we restrict the examination of the gearmotor 
market to ones involving speed control, gearmotors continue 
to provide advantages such as familiarity, reasonable life, high 
reliability and reasonable cost. Gearmotors are still a moving 
target and can be fi tted with PM motors to improve effi  ciency, 
and new lubrication technologies are continuing to improve 
gearbox effi  ciencies.

DD motor applications that can accept tradeoff s between 
high effi  ciency and high performance versus high cost and 
integrated packages are still few in number. However, new 
values such as energy savings, sustainability costs, improved 
performance, etc.—due to growing environmental concerns 
such as increasing CO2—could nudge macroeconomic factors 
to replace more gearmotors with DD motors. Other factors 
that will impact the market toward DD motors could include 
new technologies involving design and manufacturing tech-
niques yet to be discovered. Further, governmental regulations 
and development of industry standards that may tip the mo-
mentum toward more DD motor applications may be around 
the corner. Consequently, we should continue to watch macro 
trends in the future.
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n recent years, much of the nation’s—indeed, the 
world’s—attention has been focused on the need to be 
“green.” Whether in our homes or at work, we are fre-
quently being exhorted to convert to “green” technology, 

use “green” products and adopt a “green” lifestyle in order to 
save our planet. Well, what exactly does being “green” mean?

Why bearings may be the ultimate way to go “green.” In 
simple terms, to be “green” is to adapt one’s lifestyle so as to 
do less damage to the environment. In addition to recycling, 
using renewable and clean energy alternatives to satisfy global 
power requirements, and meeting the needs of society with-
out damaging or depleting natural resources, being “green” 
also involves using existing machinery and equipment as 
efficiently as possible. 

The vast majority of people are almost completely unaware 
of the scope of product generated by the bearing industry, as 
well as the role that we play in designing the machines and 
devices that keep our world functioning. While conveyances 
such as bicycles, cars, trains and airplanes may be most com-
monly associated with bearings, they represent only a tiny 
fraction of the vast array of products and applications that rely 
on these ubiquitous devices. Other less-visible, yet equally 
essential, bearing applications are found in motors, pumps 
and compressors. Without them, there would be no gasoline 
for our cars, no water for our homes and no air conditioning 
in the summer nor heat in the winter.

So what do bearings have to do with “green” technology? As 
noted, being “green”  involves ensuring that machinery and 
equipment operates as efficiently as possible. To that end, the 
bearing industry is constantly developing bearings that:

I

The 
Best-Kept 

Secret
IN “GREEN” TECHNOLOGY

Courtesy of the Bearing Specialists Association

• operate at higher speeds;
• generate less friction, which results in cooler 
  operating temperatures and reduced energy 
  consumption;
• support heavier loads;
• use lubricants that are as environmentally friendly 
  as possible;
• last longer;
• cost less to use throughout their service life.

Considering the seemingly endless variety of everyday 
products and applications that depend on bearings, extend-
ing their longevity and improving their performance so that 
less waste is generated and less energy is required to operate 
them—i.e., making the most of our existing machines while 
reducing their impact on the environment—is the definition 
of being “green.”

Equally important, though more subtle, is the bearing 
industry’s role in advising engineers as they develop their new 
designs. Similarly, the educational materials provided by bear-
ing manufacturers ensure that end users operate their equip-
ment correctly and in the most efficient manner. Helping 
users and engineers balance the bearing features to achieve 
optimum machine performance is the ultimate expression of 
being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact being “green”: taking responsibility for minimizing the impact 
of human involvement.

(BSA wishes to especially thank David Zoesch, Barden/INA/
FAG for his help in preparing this Bearing Brief. 2009 FAG for his help in preparing this Bearing Brief. 2009 FAG for his help in preparing this Bearing Brief. Bearing 
Specialists Association. All rights reserved.)
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product news

6

Wind Turbine 
Bearing System 
SIMPLIFIES LOGISTICS

 NKE Austria developed a modular 
bearing system for use alongside plan-
etary gears in wind turbine gearboxes. 
The bearing assemblies offer reduced 
diversity of parts and simpler logistics. 
 The modularity is based on single-
row cylindrical roller bearings in the 
RN range, which don’t have an outer 
ring. They are outfitted with a single-
piece solid brass cage guided by the 
inner ring. The cage has inspection 
grooves for endoscopic inspection of 
the inner raceways. The bearings can 
be assembled in sets of two, three or 
four bearings depending on the load 
and design parameters of a specific 
gearbox.
 The bearing sets are supplied ready 
to install. Each bearing has an overall 
height with tight tolerances for even 
distribution of radial loads. The sets 
include all necessary components for 
locking the bearings axially in the plan-
etary gears. NKE can adapt the overall 
width of a bearing set to operating con-
ditions if required. 
 According to NKE, some of the 
benefits of the modular bearing con-
cept include simpler planetary bearing 
designs, reduced required number of 
bearing variants and simpler adaptation 
of bearing set characteristics to each 
gear stage requirement. Other advan-
tages include the quality of rolling 
element guidance during rapid accelera-
tion due to the brass cage and improved 
lubrication from lubrication grooves. 

For more information:
NKE Austria GmbH, U.S. 
Representative Office
20 Barney Road
P.O. Box 5255
Clifton Park, NY 12065
Phone: (518) 371-5759
Fax: (518) 383-6487

A schematic cutaway drawing of a two-stage planetary gearbox with one spur 
gear stage.

Modular RN bearings from NKE are specially designed for wind turbine planetary 
gearbox applications.
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gearbox.
 The bearing sets are supplied ready 
to install. Each bearing has an overall 
height with tight tolerances for even 
distribution of radial loads. The sets 
include all necessary components for 

A schematic cutaway drawing of a two-stage planetary gearbox with one spur 
gear stage.
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Neighborhood 
Watch—

ADVANCEMENTS 
IN CONDITION MONITORING EQUIPMENT

Matthew Jaster, Associate Editor

 With all the attention given to 
predictive maintenance, equipment 
reliability, quality assurance, and machine 
protection, the future looks promising 
for the condition monitoring industry.  
Now more than ever, manufacturing 
companies are examining what steps need 
to be taken to ensure improvements to 
machine reliability by predicting system 
failures and minimizing downtime. 
Management wants to maximize profi ts 
with a minimal amount of investment in 
equipment. 

 The recent economic freefall has 
made account executives nervous, and 
they’re looking for any reason to cut back 
programs or technologies that provide 
less than spectacular results.  Though 
condition monitoring seems like a simple 
way to keep up with daily operational 

procedures, skeptics aren’t always 
convinced it’s the right investment.

 “The traditional process industries 
have recognized the benefi ts for 
decades, to the extent where some are 
now treating it as a commodity item or 
service, which is dangerous,” says Chris 
James, business area director for SKF 
Reliability Systems. “Nontraditional 
applications are where most reluctance is 
encountered. The technology is seen as 
costly to buy and diffi cult to implement. 
Vibration analysis, in particular, is seen as 
something of a black art.”

 For this reason, many companies 
are selling and marketing condition 
monitoring equipment in an effort to 
change the perception. “Organizations 
are reluctant to invest due to factors 
like technology expertise, personnel 

and understanding,” says Scott Johnson, 
product business manager at Rockwell 
Automation. “Others are reluctant 
because they see condition monitoring 
as an additional equipment cost, but the 
return of investment is an easy calculation 
when the equipment helps improve 
reliability and quality.”

Rockwell Automation, SKF and 
Emerson are three organizations that 
believe the advancements in condition 
monitoring will lead to future success 
in the industry. New training and 
implementation techniques, integrated 
monitoring systems and wireless 
capabilities are just a few of the key 
developments to keep an eye on.

“Modern digital technology is 
providing more powerful and physically 
smaller devices for data acquisition, and 

The XM series of machinery protection and condition monitoring modules is designed for motors, fans, pumps 
and blowers (courtesy of Rockwell Automation).
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Figure 1—The three primary unwanted motions of a spindle are tilt  
motion, axial motion and radial motion. There are also two secondary 
motions: face motion, which combines axial and tilt motion; and radial 
motion, combining radial and tilt error. The term “angular motion,” used 
in the illustration above, was changed to “tilt motion” in 1970 to avoid 
confusion with angular displacement of a rotary axis.
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Run Like the Wind
WINDPOWER CONFERENCE  HEADS TO CHICAGO THIS YEAR

Windpower 2008 had a record-breaking 776 exhibitors and 13,000 registrants (courtesy of Bruce Bennett).

Wind is the talk of the town. It has become especially 
relevant to the power transmission community where bearings, 
gears, couplings, motors and gearboxes are providing the 
equipment for this thriving alternative energy industry. It 
comes as no surprise that the Windpower 2009 Conference 
and Exhibition, arriving in Chicago from May 4–7, will 
be the largest gathering of wind energy professionals and 
technologies to date. 

Exhibitors like Advanced Motors & Drives, Brad Foote 
Gear Works, Comer Industries, Hansen Transmission, KTR 
Corp., Moventas, NTN Bearing Corp., SKF, Timken and 
WEG are just a few of the companies that will be on hand to 
support the wind energy market.

Due to the enormous growth of both exhibitors and 
attendees, the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) 
had no choice but to move the conference from Minneapolis 
to Chicago in 2009. There was simply not enough room to 
support the growing number of interested participants, a nice 
problem to have according to many of the exhibitors PTE 
spoke with.

 “Wind energy is the greatest growth industry in the 
world, specifi cally in the United States,” says Todd Franiuk, 
marketing specialist at NTN Bearing Corporation of America. 
“To not be a part of this exhibition would be a mistake.”

Exhibiting at booth #1565, NTN is featuring main shaft, 
continued

(Courtesy of Bruce Bennett).
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Left to right: Allen Whiteford, ESC sales manager; Mateus 
Botehlos, strategic marketing director; Matthew Roberson, 
national sales manager; and Ron Smith, president and CEO 
perform the ribbon cutting ceremony for Sumitomo’s new En-
gineering Service Center. 

through the support of our engineers. The sole purpose of our 
after-service program is to make our customers’ business more 
competitive. The fl exibility of the programs allows our customers 
to continue their operations as our fi eld engineers survey their 
facility to offer service and repair recommendations. 

“This type of program goes a long way—especially when 
consistently executed and supported—in improving customer 
satisfaction, retention and relationships. It also allows us to be 
engaged with our customers so that we can better understand 
their needs to become their dependable partners in business.”

Sumitomo plans to expand three to four ESC branches 
across the United States in 2009. 

The Timken Company signed a long-term, multi-year 
agreement with Nanjing High Speed Gear Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd. with wind turbine gearbox bearings. NGC manufactures 
gear transmission equipment for wind power, marine, 
construction and industrial equipment in China.

The agreement determines that Timken will supply tapered 
and cylindrical roller bearings for use in NGC’s wind power 
gearboxes. Initial revenue is estimated at $30 million for 
Timken. 

“This is another great success for Timken in the China 
wind energy market sector. NGC is a globally recognized brand 
and a leader in the industry,” says Mike Connors, president of 
process industries at Timken. “Our strategy is to work with 
leading companies in the industry, companies that compete 
on product performance, durability and reliability and that 
demand the highest level of expertise in friction management 
and power transmission from their suppliers.”

Timken 
SUPPLYING CHINESE 
WIND GEARBOX MANUFACTURER 

The Paul P. Gubany Center, developed by Cooper 
Bussman, offers both AC and DC testing to help OEMs meet 
user demand for new electrical products and comply with 
global safety standards. The facility conducts high-fault testing 
at 80VDC for telecommunications overcurrent protective 
devices and offers a wide range of testing services for electrical 
components and assemblies.

“With the widest range of AC or DC voltage, amp and 
frequency combinations, the Gubany Center makes it possible 
for manufacturers to conduct confi dential product evaluations 
under high-current conditions to quantify the reliability and 
performance of their products under the most extreme fault 
conditions,” says Todd Lottmann, product manager of services 
for Cooper Bussman. “We specialize in high short-circuit 
testing of components and assemblies, both AC and DC.”

The Gubany Center uses custom-designed power 
generating equipment to replicate power systems found 
worldwide, according to the company’s press release. The 

High Fault Testing 
at 80VDC 

CONDUCTED AT 
COOPER BUSSMAN FACILITY

Cooper Bussman’s Gubany Center features an obser-
vation deck that allows customers to watch the techni-
cians perform tests in real time.
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Now that’s Product Placement
ABB ROBOTICS GETS FREE ADVERTISING VIA SUMMER BLOCKBUSTER
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Our readers want to know how things work, so they can make intel-
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Michigan 
EYES INVESTMENT AT 
AWEA’S SMALL & COMMUNITY WIND CONFERENCE

The fi rst trade show dedicated 
specifi cally to small and community 
wind took place in Detroit, Michigan 
November 3–5.  Denise Bode, American 
Wind Energy Association (AWEA) 
CEO, was pleased with the turnout for 
the event and the increasing potential 

for this segment of the wind energy 
market.

“Record attendance at the 
conference and workshop refl ect the 
increasing importance of the small and 
community sectors of the industry and 
the demand for additional wind energy 

manufacturing facilities in the United 
States,” Bode says.

With the automobile engineering 
and manufacturing expertise—and 
infrastructure—in Michigan, Detroit 
seemed the perfect venue to explore 

continued

The city of Detroit welcomed at-
tendees and exhibitors to the first 
dedicated trade show for small 
and community wind (courtesy of 
the Detroit Metro Convention and 
Visitors Bureau).

These plug-n-play home units are located in Mackinaw City, Michigan (courtesy of michiganwindpower.net).
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further wind opportunities in the 
Midwest. Michigan Governor Jennifer 
M. Granholm, the keynote speaker at 
the conference, urged attendees to bring 
wind-related projects, both big and 
small, to Michigan.

“We’re turning the so-called rust 
belt into a green belt of clean energy 

manufacturing,” Granholm says. “We’ve 
got a robust and growing wind supply 
chain of more than 70 companies in 
Michigan already doing hundreds of 
millions of dollars in business annually. 
If you’re a wind company looking to 
invest, we want you in Michigan.”

The Michigan Economic Develop-
ment Corporation is offering several 
aggressive fi nancial and economic 
incentives to alternative energy 
companies including the 21st Century 
Job Fund, Michigan NextEnergy 
Tax Authority, Michigan Green 
Jobs Initiative and the creation of 
Renewable Energy Renaissance Zones 
(Ed’s note: For more information on 
Michigan’s energy incentives, visit www.
michiganadvantage.org).

In a study provided by the Renewable 
Energy Policy Project, Michigan is 
one of the top fi ve states in potential 
manufacturing job creation from large-
scale wind power development. Dan 
Radomski, vice president of industry 

services at NextEnergy, believes small 
and community wind can also be a 
turning point in the alternative energy 
market in Michigan. 

“The supply chain is here, from 
design engineering to automation to 
assembly. There’s an enormous amount 
of growth potential. We’re working on 
a variety of different initiatives to drive 
down manufacturing costs for wind, 
solar and bio-thermal technologies right 
here in Michigan.”

Adds Charles Newcomb, CTO 
at NexGen, “How can we take the 
engineering expertise that is put into 
a $30,000 automobile in Detroit, and 
apply it to the design and assembly of 
a wind turbine? A manufacturing hub 
like Detroit has what the industry needs 
to explore further developments in small 
and community wind.”

This wind segment is a relatively new 
business model in the United States, 
though it has been successfully deployed 
across much of Europe. Community 

A Michigan farm employs a single wind unit to cut utility costs (courtesy of michiganwindpower.net).

Cobo Hall, located in downtown Detroit, drew 
more than 2,100 attendees for the confer-
ence (courtesy of Cobo Hall).
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wind projects allow residents to have 
a signifi cant amount of control over 
management, a direct fi nancial stake 
in the project and a genuine sense of 
community involvement. These wind 
projects typically provide 5-20 MW of 
electricity, although they can range both 
higher and lower. The basic concept is to 
provide jobs, wages and business income 
in communities, since ownership is 
retained and profi ts are recycled locally. 

The small and community wind 
industry is growing rapidly, an average 
of 76 percent per year with a market 
share expecting to increase signifi cantly 
by 2012, according to OwnEnergy, a 
renewable energy developer focused 
on the mid-sized segment of the 
wind market. The Brooklyn-based 
organization enables landowners and 
communities to build and profi t from 
local wind farms. The recent surge in 
this specifi c area of the wind industry 
was the reason AWEA created a 
Community Wind Working Group and 
hosted the inaugural event in Detroit.

Jacob Susman, CEO and founder of 
OwnEnergy, has ten years of investing 
and business development experience 
in the renewable energy fi eld. He’s also 
one of small and community wind’s 
most vocal supporters. 

“Small wind is the new big wind,” 
Susman says. “Local investments and 
state–to-state interest is leading the way, 
and the growth potential is right here. 
This is about energy effi ciency and job 
creation, and this segment of the wind 
industry can offer both.”

At the Detroit conference, Bode 
expressed the importance of this market 
segment to the wind energy industry as 
a whole.

“In Detroit, we are giving citizens 
the tools to take care of their energy 
future, and showing businesses how they 
can enter the wind industry, which will 
create hundreds of thousands of jobs for 
Americans. With an economic recovery 
and the right local and federal policies, 
including a strong renewable electricity 
standard, there is no limit to what our 
industry can achieve in producing clean 
energy and good jobs.”

On the state of Michigan’s rather 
lengthy to-do list is an effort to increase 
wind education, according to Monica 
Martinez, whom Granholm appointed 
to the Michigan Public Service 

Commission in 2005. 
“There’s some wind fever currently 

being generated across the state, and 
we’re getting legislation and initiatives 
passed that will provide wind education 
to Michigan schools. It’s important 
to get our school districts involved in 
alternative energy in order to increase 
community involvement,” Martinez 
says.

At the heart of Michigan is its rich 
manufacturing history—a history that 
Granholm believes is a perfect fi t for 
alternative energy applications.

“We know how to make gearboxes 
and drive trains and brakes; we know how 
to make that stuff, it’s just in a smaller 
way,” Granholm says. “Manufacturing is 
in the state of Michigan’s DNA.” 

For more information on small and 
community wind projects, visit www.
awea.org/smallwind.d.d

A vineyard in Leelenau County, Michigan utilizes a low-profile wind turbine (courtesy of michi-
ganwindpower.net).
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calendar

January 26—Tier IV Emissions Seminar. Edmonton, 
Canada. Sauer-Danfoss teams up with Thermal Transfer to 
sponsor this free, day-long seminar, which is one of 24 scheduled 
throughout North America and Canada. The intent is to help 
OEMs and industry suppliers adapt to the new challenges 
that come with Tier IV and Stage IV emissions compliance. 
The seminar agenda features an update on global emissions 
regulations, an overview on engine emission technology, cooling 
system solutions (including cooling modules and cores), vehicle 
control system solutions such as power management, fan power 
priority and hydraulic power boost, as well as vehicle power 
transmission solutions such as variable loop fl ushing. For more 
information, and to view other seminar dates and locations, 
visit www.sauer-danfoss.com/emissions.

February 9–11—CeMAT Middle East. Dubai 
International Convention and Exhibition Centre. This is 
the inaugural event for Deutsche Messe’s CeMAT show in 
the Middle East, with existing annual editions in Shanghai, 
Istanbul, Mumbai and Moscow. The show focuses on intelligent 
goods handling, warehousing technology, internal transport 
systems for logistics and material handling operations. Co-
located shows include the International Trade Fair for 
Motion, Drive and Automation; and International Trade Fair 
for Factory, Process and Industrial Building Automation. For 
more information, visit www.cemat-me.ae.

February 9–11—Pacific Design and Manufacturing 
Show. Anaheim Convention Center, Anaheim, CA. The 
West Coast’s largest advanced design and manufacturing 
trade show returns to Anaheim. The Canon Communications 
show gives you one badge with access to the eight co-located 
shows: Medical Design and Manufacturing West, Electronics 
West, Automation Technology Expo West, PLASTEC West, 
WestPack and the Green Manufacturing Expo. Spanning 
400,000 square feet of materials, equipment, systems and 
services used in product design and development, over 2,000 
suppliers are expected. For more information, visit www.
pacdesignshow.com. 

March 31–April 2—Concrete China 2010/China 
International Concrete Technology & Equipment 
Expo. Concrete China is the concrete industry’s international 
event with exhibition, conference and training featuring raw 
materials, technologies, equipment and applications to cover the 
entire industry supply chain. Concrete China 2010 includes a 
seminar on new technology and equipment of concrete additive 
agents, training on basic theory, knowledge of GRC and more. 
It provides domestic and overseas concrete manufacturers, 
traders and research institutions with a comprehensive service 
platform on product display, technical exchange and cooperative 
negotiation, which promotes healthy development of the 
concrete industry and communication among domestic and 
overseas concrete enterprises. For more information contact 

CCPIT Building Materials Sub-Council by phone: (86) 10-
6836-1826; wangl@ccpitbm.orgwangl@ccpitbm.orgwangl@ccpitbm.or , or visit www.concretechina.orgwww.concretechina.orgwww.concretechina.or .

February 10–12—Wind Power Finance and 
Investment Summit. Rancho Bernardo Inn, San Diego, 
CA. Wind industry project developers, lenders, investors and 
other fi gures gather at the 8th annual Wind Power Finance 
and Investment Summit. The discussion will focus on new 
developments in wind fi nance and investment markets as well 
as future challenges and prospects. This year’s event features 
a pre-summit workshop, Structuring Your Wind Project 
Financing. This technical workshop provides insight into 
wind power assets valuation, recognizing potential hurdles 
and structuring deals and fi nancing to complete a transaction. 
For more information, visit www.infocastinc.com/index.php/
conference/wind10.

April 9–11, 2010—Techno 4. CODISSIA Trade Fair 
Complex, Coimbatore, India. Techno 4 is a new trade exhi-
bition focusing on four different sectors of the engineering 
industry: pumps and ancillary equipment, foundry, motors 
and rotating machines and light engineering. The exhibition 
takes its cue from the rapid expansion of these four 
engineering sectors in the Indian economy, which stand as 
the largest contributor to Indian exports. Coimbatore is a hub 
for engineering businesses in India. It is the second largest 
city of Tamil Nadu and one of the fastest growing cities in 
the country. The business infrastructure is in place to hold 
successful trade events, including an international airport, 
telecommunication links and multilingual opportunities. For 
more information, visit www.techno4india.com.

May 1–4—Bearing Specialists Association Annual 
Convention. Naples Grande Beach Resort and Spa, Naples, 
FL. The 2010 annual BSA convention adopts the theme “A 
Look Back to Step Ahead,” in homage to the association’s 44 
year history as it looks to new opportunities and markets in the 
recovering economy. The intention is for attendees to answer 
the question of leveraging growth in the current economy 
with a three-part presentation consisting of a panel discussion 
about industry and economic lessons learned the past 20 
years, a present industry overview and a future industry panel 
discussion. The convention will also offer industry updates 
from ABMA and BSA, as well as pre-scheduled conferences. 
An opening reception and manufacturing appreciation event, 
golf tournament and a tennis round robin offer networking 
opportunities. For more information, visit www.bsahome.orgwww.bsahome.orgwww.bsahome.or . 

http://www.sauer-danfoss.com/emissions
http://www.cemat-me.ae
http://www.pacdesignshow.com
http://www.pacdesignshow.com
mailto:wangl@ccpitbm.org
http://www.concretechina.org
http://www.infocastinc.com/index.php
http://www.techno4india.com
http://www.bsahome.org
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1977, she joined the PR team 
and managed several areas 
of communications. She was 
appointed general manager of 
inside sales in Timken’s bearing 
business in 1998 where she 
worked her way up through 
various operating roles, event-
ually assuming responsibility 
for global customer service, 
warehouse management and 
logistics for the distribution 
business.

Some of her accomplish-
ments with Timken include implementing CoLinx, for 
improving warehousing and logistics support, and launching 
Timken’s Project O.N.E. enterprise system and process 
implementation. In 2008, she was appointed general manager 
of business process and performance improvement in industrial 
distribution.

Groh earned a bachelor’s degree from The University of 
Akron, a master’s in business administration from Ashland 
University and graduated from the Executive Development 
for Global Excellence program at the University of Virginia’s 
Darden School of Business.

“We welcome Kari back to the communications team for 
this leadership assignment,” says Glenn Eisenberg, executive 
vice president–fi nance and administration at Timken. “Her 
depth of experience and successful track record at Timken are 
well suited to advance our strategies to effectively connect the 
company with its constituents around the world.”

Ballbach’s election as director of the company is effective 
until the company’s annual meeting in 2011, when his term 
expires. His election restores Timken’s board to 12 members.

Ballbach has been chairman since 2007, president 
since 2005 and is also CEO of VWR International LLC. 
VWR is a global lab supply and distribution company 
serving pharmaceutical, biotech, industrial, educational and 
government organizations.

Before VWR, Ballbach was 
a private investor and president 
of Ballbach Consulting. From 
2002 to 2004 he served as 
president and CEO of Valspar 
Corporation. He spent 14 years 
at Valspar in various positions, 
including senior vice president, 
EPS, Color Corporation and 
operations, and group vice 
president, packaging. He 
received a bachelor’s degree 
from Georgetown College 
and a master’s in business 

industry news

3Q Motor Shipments Up

The NEMA Motors Shipments Index (MSI) rose 1.7 
percent in the third quarter of 2009, yet it is still behind 
23 percent from its third quarter 2008 level. Infl ation and 
seasonally-adjusted shipments of fractional horsepower 
motors rose for the second consecutive quarter, and integral 
HP motors declined for the fi fth time in the last six quarters. 
The slight rise in motor demand was expected in light of 
other economic indications that the U.S. economy emerged 
from recession over the summer. 

NEMA, the association of electrical and medical imaging 
equipment manufacturers, also compiles data for the Electro 
industry Business Confi dence Index (EBCI), which gauges 
business confi dence of NEMA member companies. The 
EBCI for current North American conditions rose 2.1 points, 
to 54, in November, which is the fourth straight month 
of improvement. Although, the EBCI for future North 
American conditions fell for the second consecutive month, 
by 3.5 points.

Motors Shipments Index
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The Timken Company appointed Kari Groh as vice 
president–communications and public relations, and the 
board of directors elected John M. Ballbach as director of 
the company.

Groh is being promoted from general manager of 
organizational effectiveness on the company’s IT leadership 
team. Groh has been with Timken since 1975, and in 

Timken
NAMES VP–COMMUNICATIONS AND COMPANY 
DIRECTOR

Kari Groh

John M. Ballbach

continued
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The shareholders and ad-
visory board of GETRAG 
Group appointed Mihir Ko-
techa, CEO of GETRAG 
FORD Transmissions GmbH, as 
CEO of GETRAG Group. He 
succeeds Dieter Schlenkermann, 
and for the time being, Kotecha 
will assume his duties at 
GETRAG Group and GE-
TRAG FORD Transmissions 
GmbH simultaneously. 

“GETRAG faces challenges 
and great chances,” says Tobias 

Hagenmeyer, president of the GETRAG Corporate Group. 

industry news

At the fourth annual 
meeting of the World Bearing 
Association (WBA), Jürgen 
M. Geiβinger, president and 
CEO of Schaeffl er Group, was 
elected president of the trade 
organization.

The WBA is an umbrella 
organization for the American 
Bearing Manufacturers’ Assoc-
iation (ABMA), the Japan 
Bearing Industrial Association 
( JBIA) and the European 
Bearing Manufacturers’ Asso-
ciation (EBMA); it was established in 2006. The WBA 
represents global bearing suppliers, with combined sales of 
approximately 20 billion euros, which accounts for about 75 
percent of the rolling bearing market internationally, according 
to Schaeffl er.

The WBA objectives include eliminating competition-
distorting trade restraints, introducing uniform environmental 
protection standards and opposing product piracy and 
counterfeiting.

“Counterfeiting earns large sums of money and causes 
immense economic damage,” Geiβinger comments. “WBA 
will therefore further reinforce its initiatives—this means 
intensifi ed information and clarifi cation of facts for customers 
on the one hand and uncompromising prosecution of offenders 
on the other.”

World Bearing Association
ELECTS PRESIDENT

Jürgen M. Geiβinger

Global AC drives manufacturer Vacon Group is extending 
services in Brazil by adding to staff and moving to a larger 
facility.

“Now that the economy is picking up again in Brazil, we 
see a lot of business opportunities in Latin America,” says 
Heikki Hiltunen, executive vice president of Vacon Group. 
“To serve our existing and new customers and partners even 
better, we have employed new personnel and moved our offi ce 
in Barueri, São Paulo to new and larger premises.”

Vacon’s Brazil offi ce was established in 2007. The new 
facility was opened in October with customers, cooperation 
partners and representatives of Vacon Group management in 
attendance.

“Our growing sales fi gures have increased the need for 
technical support. Now we are strengthening a technical 
support and service network in Brazil, and we will expand the 
network to cover the entire Latin America,” says Claudio Luis 
Baccarelli, managing director, Vacon Latin America. “We also 
want to win a bigger share of the mining, pulp and paper and 
marine and offshore segments, and we are looking for partners 
in original equipment and original design manufacturer 
business. With a strong local team, we will be able to provide 
fast deliveries and high-quality support and services to our 
existing and new customers.”

Vacon 
EXTENDS SERVICES IN LATIN AMERICA

Mihir Kotecha

GETRAG
CHANGES MANAGEMENT

Business School. 
According to Ward J. Timken, Jr., chairman of the board, 

“John’s expertise in supply chain management and distinctive 
industrial knowledge make him the perfect addition to 
Timken’s board as we continue to sharpen our focus on growth 
opportunities in diverse markets with strong aftermarket 
potential.”

http://www.powertransmission.com
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“We have selected Mihir Kotecha to be the future head of 
GETRAG for bringing new strategic impulses into the 
company. In this phase of continuous weakness of the market, 
new approaches are necessary to realize our potentials, 
opportunities and goals.

Schlenkermann’s retirement from management is effective 
December 1. “We thank Dieter Schlenkermann for his 35 
years of extraordinary work for our company,” Hagenmeyer 
says. “This change is a signal of stability, but at the same time, 
it shows our will for adjustments, which are essential in these 
days. Dieter Schlenkermann has signifi cantly given character 
to the successful way of GETRAG, and he deserves our 
explicit respect and gratitude.”

In response to increased demand from customers in 
North and South Carolina for sales and technical support 
as well as training courses, Beckhoff Automation opened a 
Sales and Engineering Center in Charlotte, NC. With over 
3,000 square feet, the Charlotte facility features engineering, 
sales and administration areas and a training room; it is the 
company’s seventh regional offi ce in North America.

Beckhoff hired Ron Pryor as a customer service engineer 
and Les Queen as application engineer to serve the Charlotte 
offi ce. Pryor previously worked for ATC Carolina and has 
experience in PLC, HMI and motion control. Queen worked 
for Cross Automation and ran his own systems integration 
company before joining Beckhoff. He is responsible for 
conducting classes at both Beckhoff ’s Charlotte and Atlanta 

Beckhoff 
OPENS CHARLOTTE FACILITY

continued
conducting classes at both Beckhoff ’s Charlotte and Atlanta 

continued
conducting classes at both Beckhoff ’s Charlotte and Atlanta 
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industry news

John Crane Power Transmission opened a power 
transmission manufacturing facility in Deer Park, TX. 
The 30,000-square-foot facility includes manufacturing, 
warehouse, customer service and engineering space.

The plant replaces John Crane’s existing 16,000-square-
foot facility in Houston. At 1800 West 13th Street, the Deer 
Creek location is in Houston’s “energy corridor,” near Beltway 
8 and other interstate highways.

The expansion was necessary to meet market demand and 
growing sales for John Crane power transmission couplings, 
both domestically and through the Americas, according 
to Steve Jadney, in a press release. The Metastream fl exible 
stainless steel disc couplings and Powerstream elastomeric 
couplings, two major product lines, are manufactured and 
supported from the new facility. 

“Our ongoing development efforts have enabled John 
Crane to create a steady stream of new turbo-machinery 
products that offer outstanding operational reliability and 
signifi cantly reduced cost of ownership for our customers,” 
Jadney says. “This new facility allows us to capitalize on 
our leadership market position with expanded development, 
customer service and manufacturing capabilities.”

John Crane PT 
MOVES INTO TEXAS FACILITY

The MPIF has published “Standard 35, Materials 
Standards for PM Self-Lubricating Bearings—2010 Edition.” 
The powder metal standard provides design and materials 
engineers with the most recent engineering property data 
and information available for specifying materials for self-
lubricating bearings made by the powder metal process.

The standard was developed by the powder metallurgy 
commercial parts manufacturing industry. It is divided in 
sections distinguished by data tables and other explanatory 
information for each material listed. User-friendly features 
include detailed explanatory notes and defi nitions, as well as 
data in inch-pound and SI units.

The 2010 Edition renders the 1998 Edition obsolete, and 
copies of the older version should be destroyed, according to 
the MPIF.  The 28-page, 2010 Edition includes new material 
section, revised footnotes for bronze bearings, data-table-
column heading revisions, alphabetical data tables by material, 
a section on oil impregnation effi ciency and other features. 
For ordering information, visit www.mpif.org/Pubs/stand/
asp?linkid=81#bearingsasp?linkid=81#bearingsasp?linkid=81#bearing .

PM Bearing Standard 
Released

Sole ownership of Turbine Services Ltd., a gas turbine 
engine maintenance, repair and overhaul business, was acquired 

Chromalloy 
ACQUIRES TURBINE SERVICES LTD.

Chromalloy gas turbine engine blades.

area facilities.
“Adding a new Sales and Engineering Center in Charlotte 

with two skilled automation experts like Les and Ron is 
instrumental to best serve our customers,” says Leo Young, 
east region manager for Beckhoff. “As in all parts of the 
country, the economic climate continues to be challenging 
for businesses in the southeast. However, the Beckhoff 
team is now stronger than ever to help customers through 
to better days with cost-saving and performance enhancing 
automation technology. With a strategically stronger presence 
in Charlotte, Beckhoff ’s east region team can continue to 
grow market share throughout the Carolinas.”

The facility is located at 818 Tyvola Road, Suite 
100, Charlotte, NC 28217; phone: (704) 910-4367; east.
usa@beckhoff.com.

mailto:usa@beckhoff.com
http://www.mpif.org/Pubs/stand
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Over 4 million euros have been invested by UK-based 

Specialist 
Driveline Company 

INVESTS IN UPGRADED FACILITY
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A Chromalloy comparator is used to check blade surfaces for confor-
mity to a master drawing, both for manufacturing and repair.

by Chromalloy in October. Chromalloy and TurboCare 
previously operated Turbine Services as a joint venture.

Turbine Services serves large frame turbine operators in 
the industrial and power generation markets. It operates in 
Scotland, Thailand and Australia. As part of the purchase, a 
49 percent share in Masaood John Brown, Ltd., a Dubai gas 
turbine engine operation, was acquired.

“Turbine Services is a full service provider specializing 
in frame engines, providing replacement parts, repairs, fi eld 
service, rotor services and controls,” says Armand F. Lauzon, 
Jr., president. “We intend to enhance and grow the business 
to better serve customers with advanced component repair, 
critical parts manufacturing and services.”

Chromalloy launched Turbine Services in Glasgow, 
Scotland in 2001, and at the same time, an industrial gas turbine 
repair facility, Turbine Services Thailand, was developed near 
the existing aerospace component repair facility in Bangkok. 
Around this time, the company entered into a joint venture 
with Al Masaood Company, forming Masaood John Brown in 
the United Arab Emirates. These operations served regional 
clients in their respective global territories. 

In 2003, Chromalloy United Kingdom Ltd. and Siemens 
Holdings plc entered into a 51:49 percent joint venture—
restructured in 2008 to 85:15 percent—in Turbine Services 
Ltd., which operated under the Siemens TurboCare brand.

http://www.powertransmission.com
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industry news

Quaife’s Automatic Torque Biasing limited slip differential will be 
manufactured at the company’s new facility for Ford’s Focus RS.

specialist driveline engineering company Quaife in a state-
of-the-art, fl exible manufacturing facility designed to produce 
high performance driveline systems for niche-vehicles.

Quaife technology includes gearboxes, steering systems 
and an Automatic Torque Biasing limited slip differential. 
The company is looking to achieve the TS16949 international 
quality standard to add to its ISO9001.

The 23,000-square-foot factory provides fl exible pro-
duction in volumes appropriate for niche vehicle programs, 
including specialist high performance models and off-
highway and military applications. Part of the facility 
investment included the latest statistical process control and 
“no fault forward” tools for quality control. Documentation 
and audit trails can be fi nalized for individual customer 
requirements.

“Our latest investments in computer controlled 
manufacturing systems allow us to produce gearboxes and 
differentials in volumes from a few hundred up to 50,000 per 
year, as well as a wide range of other specialist steering and 
transmission components,” says Michael Quaife, technical 
director. “Lots of companies can make fi ve prototypes or 
fi ve million production parts, but very few can meet the 
most demanding quality requirements of the OEMs while 
producing intermediate volumes at economic prices. With 
the growing importance of niche vehicle programs, it’s an area 
where Quaife’s expertise provides a very useful complement 
to a vehicle manufacturer’s existing supplier relationships.”

For almost a decade now, Quaife has been providing 
differentials and other driveline components to Ford, General 
Motors and Chrysler, including the Dodge Viper. The fi rst 
project to be completed and delivered by the new facility is 
for the Quaife Automatic Torque Biasing Differential (ATB) 
for the new Ford Focus RS, which uses the system to help 

put 300bhp through the front wheels with next to no torque 
steer.

“We worked very closely with Ford on this program, and 
they were rigorous in auditing our quality systems,” Quaife 
says. “It’s a tremendous compliment to our people that we 
have not had a single warranty issue throughout our eight year 
relationship with Ford.”

The new facility is located at Gillingham in the UK. 
Quaife continues to operate its existing design, manufacturing 
and logistics center 25 miles away in Sevenoaks.

Quality Job Salaries 
UP THREE PERCENT

According to the American Society for Quality’s (ASQ) 
annual salary survey, the average quality job salary rose three 
percent from 2008 to 2009, to just under $84,000, despite the 
economic turmoil. The results show that respondents’ salaries 
increase proportionately to their experience in the quality 
fi eld. The survey reports that 57.8 percent of participants have 
at least one ASQ certifi cation, which the data suggests can 
help increase earning potential.

The survey was conducted by ASQ’s monthly publication, 
Quality Progress. Full results of the survey and more is available 
at www.qualityprogress.com. The survey has been conducted for 
23 years. It indicates the health of the quality profession using 
salary results by breaking down salary information submitted 
by ASQ members into 24 categories, including job title, 
education, years of experience and geographic location. This 
year 9,072 responses were received, mostly from professionals 
in the United States and Canada.

Although results were overall positive, the effects of the 
recession are evident in the survey. Almost 85 percent of 
participants say their organization is taking steps to minimize 
economic challenges, including pay cuts, salary freezes, 
layoffs and hiring freezes. Of those surveyed, 4.9 percent are 
unemployed, retired or laid off. 

“In spite of these tumultuous times, it is encouraging 
to see that the value quality professionals bring to their 
organizations to improve the top line and contribute to the 
bottom line is being recognized and rewarded,” says Paul 
Borawski, ASQ executive director and chief strategic offi cer. 
“By taking advantage of ASQ certifi cations and training, 
quality professionals have been able to weather the latest 
economic storm and prepare for a brighter future.

http://www.qualityprogress.com
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WHEN IT HAS TO BE RIGHT

The Gear Works—Seattle, Inc.
500 S. Portland Street
Seattle, WA 98108-0886
Phone: (206) 762-3333
Fax: (206) 762-3704
E-mail: sales@thegearworks.com 
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Learn about one of the most modern
fleets of Gear Grinders, including the
Höfler 700 and Gleason Tag 400 at Oliver 
Gear. See the latest Reishauer and Kapp
Gear Grinding technology, at ISO 9001- 
2000 registered Nixon Gear, as well as 
the latest in CNC Gear Hobbing and cell-
ular manufacturing.

PH: (315) 488-0100
www.gearmotions.com

Gear Grinding 
 and Cutting Services

GEAR MOTIONS, INC.
An Employee Owned Company
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American Wind Energy Association

Ametric / American Metric Corp.
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Boston Gear
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Midwest Gear & Tool
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WHEN IT HAS TO BE RIGHT
• Gear Grinding up to 2600 mmGear Grinding up to 2600 mmGear Grinding up to 2600 mm
• Industrial Gears to 250"
• Turbo Compressor Gears
• Custom Drives
• Gear Metrology 
• Stock Planetary Speed ReducersStock Planetary Speed ReducersStock Planetary Speed Reducers

ISO-9001

www. theg earworks .com. theg earworks .com

Custom Gear Services Since 1946

The Gear Works—Seattle, Inc.
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Phone: (781) 917-0600
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Arrow Gear
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Leonardo DaVinci is credited with the idea fi rst, as is the case 
with many engineering innovations; although, somewhere in China 
there may be a continuously variable transmission etched into an 
ancient cave dwelling. 

The Power Play staff has dispatched its excavation team to the 
region to conduct an extensive search for any precursor, but they have 
yet to come up with any artifacts 
to challenge the Italian inventor’s 
credit. 

The CVT has come a long way 
since 1490, and DaVinci would 
be proud to see the innovative 
applications his concept is applied 
to today. As the technology has 
been refi ned and developed since 
the fi rst European patent fi ling in 
the late 19th  century, the CVT 
has popped up in automobiles, 
and lately, in bicycles, light electric 
vehicles, outdoor power equipment 
and wind turbines.

Fallbrook Technologies Inc., a 
technology development company 
focused on improving mechanical 
transmission-based products, 
features the renaissance-based 
model as its core technology in 
the NuVinci continuously variable 
planetary (CVP). The NuVinci 
uses a set of rotating and tilting 
balls between the input and output 
components of a transmission. 
The tilting balls alter their contact 
diameters and vary the speed ratio. 
In comparison, to other current 
CVTs, the NuVinci is less complex 
and costs less to produce, according 
to Fallbrook. 

Interestingly enough, the 
advanced NuVinci design was not 
the result of mad scientists hunched 
over lab tables, pontifi cating over 
complex equations, formulas or 
theories. “In the late 1990’s, Don 
Miller, a cycling enthusiast, became 
interested in building the world’s 
fastest bicycle,” says Emile Barrios, 
marketing director at Fallbrook. “At 
the time, Miller was involved in 
real estate/mortgage banking and 
worked on inventions in his spare 
time. In analyzing the challenges 

involved, he quickly found that the transmission was a limiting factor. 
While looking around for new ideas, Miller came across the concept 
of a CVT. Although he had no formal engineering background or 
training, Miller’s subsequent experiments led him to develop an 
entirely new concept for CVT-based bicycle transmissions.”

Although developed with bikes in mind, for Fallbrook, the 
applications seem endless. “In addition 
to the Hydro-Gear lawn and garden 
application, Viryd Technologies Inc. 
has licensed NuVinci technology for 
use in small wind turbines and plans 
to have its system available for sale 
in 2010,” Barrios says. “Fallbrook 
itself is pursuing the use of NuVinci 
technology in continuously variable 
accessory drives (CVADs). These 
applications include superchargers, 
alternators and A/C compressors in 
motor vehicles. In addition, NuVinci 
technology can signifi cantly improve 
the performance and economics of 
light electric vehicles.”

For NuVinci’s inventor, Miller, the 
technology development was trying, yet 
ultimately rewarding. “The technology 
took over 10 years to develop. There 
were long periods of incremental 
improvement with occasional major 
breakthroughs,” Miller says. 

Miller believes his design will 
continue to evolve over time, as will the 
innovative applications DaVinci may 
not have dreamed of. “The NuVinci 
CVP is a truly universal transmission 
that can more effi ciently control speed 
and torque of a drivetrain by allowing 
the prime mover (motor or human) to 
operate at its optimum effi ciency. Its 
simplicity should pave the way for 
hundreds of new applications in the 
next 50 years. It could be an enabling 
technology for future applications such 
as walking robots and deep drilling 
rigs.”

On second thought, DaVinci 
probably did envision walking robots 
amidst his other seemingly-wild ideas 
that were passed off as science fi ction 
at the time.

For more information, including 
a full list of applications, visit www.
fallbrooktech.com/Nuvinci.
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· Full Heat Treating Services Full Heat Treating Services Full Heat Treating Services

· EDM Wire Burning EDM Wire Burning
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SERVICES

4809 U.S. Highway 45   Sharon, TN 38255
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Stock Drive Products/Sterling Instrument

Our experienced team of 
engineering and manufacturing 

experts are ready to work for you.

ISO 9001:2000 Registered

A comprehensive selection 
of pitches: MXL, 40DP, XL, L, 
HDT®-3 & 5 mm, T2.5, T5, T10
and GT®2-2, 3 & 5 mm

Pulleys in Steel, Aluminum, 
Acetal, Nylon & Polycarbonate, 
Fiberglass Reinforced; many 
featuring the Fairloc® Hub. 
In stock, modified or made to 
your specifications.

Belts: Single-Sided, Double-
Sided & Belt Stock available 
in Fiberglass Reinforced 
Neoprene & Polyurethane 
with Kevlar or Steel Cord.

Tension Meters & Belt Clamps 
for all pitches

Inch & Metric, RoHS Compliant
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3D CAD | eSTORE
available at www.sdp-si.com

Standard Or Custom Parts
From A Single Source
68,000 Drive and Automation Components 

Ready-to-Deliver

FREE
Belts & Pulleys 

Catalog 
Belts & Pulleys 

Catalog 
Belts & Pulleys 
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